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ABSTRACT
Within the next decade, thousands of churches in America will be transitioning the lead pastoral
position from one generation to the next. Most lead pastors are not prepared for this succession.
The primary research question driving this project is: Can a strategic plan be developed that will
assist pastors in the succession between a mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee? This
question is worth researching for the following reasons: 1) most literature written on the subject
focuses on principles and/or practices; 2) most literature written on the subject looks at
succession as a whole (congregation, board, et cetera), but does not address how to specifically
assist the outgoing and incoming pastors; and 3) most literature that do address a plan are not
from a qualitative case study, but rather from personal experience. The research question led to
the synthesizing of eight qualitative interviews of incoming and outgoing pastors who walked
through a mentor to mentee lead pastor succession, an examination of primary sources on the
topic of pastoral succession, and a theological review of pastoral succession and leadership
transition within the narrative of scripture. The findings from the research produced a seven-step
strategic plan to assist the outgoing pastor and incoming pastor in the succession between a
mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee.
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CHAPTER ONE
THE PROJECT INTRODUCED

Introduction
Over two thousand years ago, through the power of the Spirit, Jesus birthed His church. One
must ask: How has the church survived the test of time? Why did it not die off with that first
generation? One of the critical reasons for the church’s longevity is succession. Succession is the
process and order under which one person transitions his or her position and authority to another.
The church still exists and is alive today because its cause, belief, and spirit have been
successfully passed from one generation to the next. One of the most complex and essential
forms of succession in church leadership occurs in the role and transition of lead pastor.
Is pastoral succession a topic worth researching? There are four primary reasons why I
believe succession must be investigated, strategized, and executed. The first reason it must be
investigated is because it is inevitable. No matter what the circumstance, position, or cause a
person has, succession will need to be discussed and strategized. Bob Russell addressed this
understanding when he said:
I tried to persuade an 82-year-old billionaire insurance and real estate mogul to think
seriously about what was going to happen to his estate when he died. He brushed the idea
aside and said, "I'm going to keep working for another 50 years." While I appreciate his
vision and ambition, that's not realistic. No one lives forever. A wise person faces his
mortality, and a loving person thinks of the next generation. To fail to do both is folly and
selfish.1

1

Bob Russell and Bryan Bucher, Transition Plan: 7 Secrets Every Leader Needs to Know
(Louisville, KY: Ministers Label, 2010), 42.
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The author of Hebrews reinforces this fact in a somber manner: “People are destined to
die once, and after that to face judgment.”2 Humans will face death and will be judged
accordingly. As a result, pastoral succession and transition are worth researching.
The second reason succession must be researched is because it is generationally urgent.
As this paper is written, the church is in the middle of witnessing the largest generation, Baby
Boomers, transitioning into retirement.3 Author and church strategist Thom Rainer addressed the
brevity of this issue when he said, “On January 1, 2011, the first baby boomers turned 65. On
that day, 10,000 boomers reached that milestone. Ten thousand boomers are turning 65 every
day and will continue to do so for a total of 19 consecutive years.”4 This rapid changing of
generations will occur faster in the future.
What makes this transition even more complicated is the increasing millennial
population. According to recent U.S. Census Bureau data, “Millennials, or America's youth born
between 1982 and 2000, now number 83.1 million and represent more than one-quarter of the
nation's population. Their size exceeds that of the 75.4 million baby boomers."5 Rainer explained
the challenge of this rise in millennial population:
The implications for church leadership are even more challenging when we realize how
many boomer pastors specifically will be retiring. This generation was, until recently, the
largest generation in America’s history. Millennials now represent the largest generation.
Keep in mind that the ages of these pastors today range from 50 to 68. The boomers have
more pastors represented in their generation than any other. There are many pastors
2

Hebrews 9:27, NIV. Unless otherwise noted, all biblical passages referenced employ the
New International Version.
3
The baby boomer is a descriptive term for a person who was born between 1946 and
1964.
4
Thom S. Rainer, "Eight Implications of Aging Boomer Pastors and Church Staff,"
Thom S. Rainer: Growing Healthy Churches Together, March 3, 2014,
http://thomrainer.com/2014/03/eight-implications-of-aging-boomer-pastors-and-church-staff/.
5
United States Census, "Millennials Outnumber Baby Boomers and Are Far More
Diverse, Census Bureau Reports," The United States Census Bureau, June 25, 2015,
https://www.census.gov/newsroom/press-releases/2015/cb15-113.html.
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reaching retirement age every month. And I’m not sure our churches are ready for this
transition.6
If Rainer is correct, then local church leaders should exhibit a sense of urgency towards
the topic of succession. They should begin to prepare for succession immediately.
The third reason succession must be researched is that it affects what is most important.
Succession impacts everything of meaning in someone's life or organization—secular or sacred.
Someone's interest in succession will correlate to the essence of what the person wants to pass
on. For example, a loving father will sincerely care about succession to his children because he
wants to make sure he passes on what is most important in life to his children. If he did not care
about his children, then succession would not be a topic of concern.
A business owner will carry a strong concern about succession because he or she cares
deeply about the organization’s sustainability beyond the owner’s lifetime. An employee who
does not care about the business will show less concern for its succession than the owner. As a
result, anyone who cares about something or someone will eventually care about succession.
Whether related to a job, position, cause, or value, considering succession is critical.
Leadership succession within God’s redemptive plan should be of utmost importance to
the body of Christ. In other words, if God's redemptive plan is essential, then the succession of
its leaders from one generation to the next must be equally important.
The fourth reason why the research of pastoral succession is so important is because most
pastors are unprepared and uninformed on the subject, and do not want to talk about it. Weese
and Crabtree said, “Succession planning is the second most important need in every church in the
country (well trained and committed pastoral and lay leadership that is culturally relevant being

6

Rainer, "What Happens When Boomer Pastors Retire?"
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the first), and few if any do it or do it well.”7 According to Weese and Crabtree, pastors give
several excuses to avoid the topic of succession:
When it comes to pastoral transition, leaders often stop leading. The reasons for silence
seem to be rooted more in fear and low self-confidence. We are afraid that: 1) if we talk
about pastoral transition we might put the idea in someone's head and make it more likely
to happen, 2) we will create a lame duck situation in which effective ministry becomes
impossible, 3) a discussion about pastoral transition will have unintended consequences
that we do not know how to manage, and 4) we don't have the resources to deal with
transition planning and be successful.8
Vanderbloemen and Bird said, “Succession is an inevitable issue for pastors and
churches. The time to face that reality and to plan for it is now.”9 This research is an effort to
help mentoring pastors move toward the conversation and planning of succession.

Dilemma and Research Question
Within the next decade, thousands of churches in America will be transitioning the lead pastoral
position from one generation to the next. This event is not only probable, it is inevitable. Pastors
nearing retirement will deal with this challenge in one of two ways—proactively or reactively.
According to the literature review, most church leaders approach succession reactively and fail to
be as prepared as they can be with this important leadership transition. I would like to contend
that, if approached proactively, intelligently, and prayerfully, pastors can and likely will
experience kingdom growth in their church leadership transition. My hope is every church
entering into a season of leadership succession would learn to leverage the transition of
succession for kingdom growth.

7

Carolyn Weese and J. Russell Crabtree, The Elephant in the Boardroom Speaking the
Unspoken about Pastoral Transitions (Hoboken: Wiley, 2012), 5
8
Ibid. 14-15.
9
William Vanderbloemen and Warren Bird, Next: Pastoral Succession That Works
(Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2014), 22.
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Dilemma and Research Question
The primary research question is: Can a strategic plan be developed that will assist
pastors in the succession between a mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee?
This question is worth researching for the following reasons: 1) most literature written on
the subject does not create a plan, but rather lays out principles and/or practices; 2) most
literature written on the subject looks at succession as a whole (congregation, board, et cetera),
but does not address how to specifically assist the outgoing and incoming pastor; and 3) most
literature that do address a plan are not from a qualitative case study, but rather from personal
experience.
I believe this research will be a unique addition to the overall conversation of succession
because it will focus on providing personal assistance and guidance to incoming and outgoing
pastors, as opposed to assisting the church as a whole. I hope this research will help the incoming
and outgoing pastor within this type of succession by providing clear practical steps that will
help each leader navigate a successful succession personally and corporately.

Relationship of the Project to the Researcher’s Ministry
As the researcher, pastoral succession is important to me because my lead pastor and I have
initiated succession conversations. We have been in a mentoring relationship for the past twelve
years. The current lead pastor is the founding pastor of City Church, Sanford, Florida, a
contemporary, diverse, Assemblies of God10 church that was founded in 2000. The lead pastor is

10

The Assemblies of God was founded in 1914 in Hot Springs, Arkansas with 300 people
at the founding convention. Today there are 13,017 churches in the U.S. with over 3 million
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a Baby Boomer, and I am a millennial. The church has flourished under the lead pastor’s
direction, averaging 1,000 people in weekly Sunday attendance, with a generational focus and
strong ministries serving people of all ages. By all metrics, the church is currently healthy, and
not in disarray or decline, so the leaders can approach this subject of succession proactively,
instead of reactively.
This dissertation will help prepare our church for this type of succession. Also, the
dissertation will be beneficial to other pastors who are considering and planning for pastoral
succession.

Overview of Limitations of the Project
The objective of this project is not to redefine succession or leadership transition, nor will it
focus on pastoral succession as a whole; other articles, dissertations, and publications have
already done so. Instead, this study will be limited to the pastoral succession between a
mentoring lead pastor and the mentee pastor. The participants of this proposed research project
will be the outgoing and incoming lead pastors within the same local church succession. To be
included in the study, churches must meet the following criteria:
1. The outgoing and incoming pastors must have served at the same local church in a
mentorship relationship for a minimum of two years.
2. The transition must be considered successful by both the outgoing and incoming pastor.
3. The church must be an autonomous church that has the flexibility to execute a succession
in a way that its local leaders see is best.

members and adherents. There are more than 69 million Assemblies of God members
worldwide, making the Assemblies of God the world’s largest Pentecostal denomination.
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4. The church must have a minimum of 200 congregants meeting regularly.
5. The church transition must have been a proactively planned process as opposed to a
reaction to moral failure, death, or another unexpected instance.
Once the outgoing and incoming pastors were vetted and selected, I asked for an
interview. Once the pastor gave consent to participate in this study, I contacted him or her to
schedule an interview. The meeting occurred in person or telephone. The interviews were audio
recorded and I took notes. The purpose of the audio recording was to get an accurate account of
the conversation for developing a transcript. The transcript and audio recording were kept in a
secure area to which only the researcher, the methodologist, and the chair will have access. The
survey and interview questions were submitted to the Institutional Review Board of Southeastern
University and approved.

Delineation of Terms
The following definitions are offered in an effort to aid the reader
•

Succession - the process and order under which one person transitions his or her
position and authority to another.

•

Lead pastor succession - the process and order under which one lead pastor
transitions his or her position and authority to another.

•

Mentor - The outgoing pastor who has maintained a mentorship relationship with
the incoming pastor within the same local church for two years or longer.

•

Mentee - The pastor who has maintained a mentorship relationship with the
outgoing pastor within the same local church for two years or longer in a
subordinate role.

8

•

Mentoring relationship - A relationship for at least two years in length in which
the mentee has served under the mentor in a direct relationship where it is clear
the mentee looks to the mentor for direction and spiritual leadership.

•

Mentor to mentee lead pastor succession - the process and order under which the
mentoring lead pastor transitions his or her position to the mentee.

•

Sabbatical - an extended period of time away from the normal responsibilities of
work dedicated for a pre-determined goal.

•
Goals and Objectives
The overarching goal for this project is to develop a strategic plan that can assist pastors in the
succession from a mentoring lead pastor to his or her mentee. In order to accomplish this project,
the latest research on the subject will be analyzed and critically evaluated, qualitative research
will be engaged, and biblical and theological perspectives on successions will be investigated.
The research will be synthesized into a strategic plan that is theologically sound, and
pragmatically helpful to ensure a positive pastoral succession. (See appendix K and L).
The dissertation has two major focus points. The first focus is to learn the best relational
and professional practices that can assist the outgoing pastor for a mentor to mentee succession.
A strong understanding of pastoral succession from the outgoing pastor's perspective will be
achieved through qualitative interviews, a literature review, and theological research.
The second focus is to learn the best relational and professional practices that can assist
the incoming pastor for a mentor to mentee succession. A strong understanding of pastoral
succession from the incoming pastor's perspective will be achieved in the same manner.

9

Methodology Overview
The methodology of this project will include four stages. The first stage consisted of primary and
secondary literary research utilizing library and internet sources, such as the Southeastern
University Library databases, academic abstracts, related dissertations, bibliographic databases,
and internet search engines.
The second stage consisted of biblical and theological research utilizing the Bible, Bible
commentaries, sermons, and theological databases, such as Southeastern University Library
databases, academic abstracts, and internet search engines.
The third stage was the implementation of a qualitative case study of four churches that
have executed a mentor to mentee pastoral succession. The outgoing and incoming pastor of
each church will be interviewed using a survey consisting of 4 questions. The Internal Review
Board at Southeastern University approved these questions.
The fourth stage was to uncover and synthesize common themes that have emerged from
the literary sources, theological sources, and qualitative surveys. Based on the emerging themes,
a strategic plan will be offered to assist pastors in the leadership succession between a mentoring
lead pastor and his or her mentee. The strategic plan can be found in appendix K and L.
Reflections were made based on the information provided throughout the interview
process. These reflections looked for themes and common elements or practices, as well as
similarities in mistakes made, or weaknesses experienced in the process of succession. Also,
recommendations for further study and research in this academic area were offered.

CHAPTER TWO
THE PROJECT IN PERSPECTIVE
Introduction
Pastoral succession is a difficult transition to navigate for everyone involved—the outgoing
pastor, the incoming pastor, the staff, and the congregation. More literature on this subject is
needed, especially considering the anticipated higher numbers of retiring pastors. Most of these
retiring pastors are baby boomers. Thom Rainer addressed the seriousness of this issue when he
said:
The implications for church leadership are even more challenging when we realize how
many Boomer [sic] pastors specifically will be retiring. This generation was, until
recently, the largest generation in America’s history. Millennials now represent the
largest generation. Keep in mind that the ages of these pastors today range from 50 to 68.
The Boomers [sic] have more pastors represented in their generation than any other.
There are many pastors reaching retirement age every month. And I’m not sure our
churches are ready for this transition.1
In this chapter, a biblical and theological review of scripture will be offered as well as a
review of primary literature sources.

Theological and Biblical Dimensions
What does the Bible have to say about succession and leadership transition? The answer to this
question is important because if succession is only researched practically and not informed
biblically, then Christian leaders may become misguided and, as a result, ineffective. Scripture
also reveals God’s heart. As a result, Christian leaders should not only be looking for the
practices of biblical leadership succession, but also God’s heart toward the subject as a whole.

1

Rainer, “What Happens When Boomer Pastors Retire?”
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Scriptures provide multiple narratives where transitional practices can be learned and
modeled. In this section, those biblical narratives of leadership succession will be explored. This
will be accomplished by looking at the following four categories: 1) the beginning and the end of
Scripture (Genesis and Revelation). 2) Old Testament leadership transitions. 3) New Testament
leadership transitions. 4) Applicable observations.

The beginning and the end of Scripture
God’s mission is found in the beginning, middle, and end of the scriptures. Christopher Wright
said, “The only concept of mission into which God fits is the one of which He is the beginning,
the center and the end.”2 In other words, all of life—including succession—should be centered in
and through God’s mission. With this understanding in mind, succession should not be a matter
of personal preference, but rather a humble submission to the larger story of God’s redemptive
work throughout history starting in Genesis.
God told Adam and Eve to be fruitful and increase in number.3 The idea of humanity
being “fruitful” and “increasing in number” implies a need for succession—in order to fulfill
their mandate. God did not create life in Adam with the intention that it would end when Adam
died. Rather God, in His sovereignty, had a continual desire for community, mission, and
journey. In other words, life was always intended to be passed on to the next generation.
Oddly enough, because of sin, God wiped out most of the life on earth but spared a
remnant and established a covenant through Noah. Here the theme of succession continues:
“Then God said to Noah and to his sons with him: ‘I now establish my covenant with you and

2

Christopher Wright, The Mission of God: Unlocking the Bible’s Grand Narrative,
reprint ed. (Downers Grove, IL: IVP Academic), 2018, 534.
3
Genesis 1:28.
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with your descendants after you and with every living creature that was with you—the birds, the
livestock and all the wild animals, all those that came out of the ark with you—every living
creature on earth.’”4 God’s covenant with Noah also included his offspring.
The beginning of God’s redemptive plan continues to unfold through God’s covenant
with Abram:
The Lord had said to Abram, ‘Go from your country, your people and your father’s
household to the land I will show you. ‘I will make you into a great nation, and I will
bless you; I will make your name great, and you will be a blessing. I will bless those who
bless you, and whoever curses you I will curse; and all peoples on earth will be blessed
through you.’ The Lord appeared to Abram and said, ‘To your offspring I will give this
land.’ So he built an altar there to the Lord, who had appeared to him. 5
“God’s covenant with the patriarchs is foundational to the other covenants in the Bible.
The covenantal relationship between God and Abram establishes a theological framework for
redemptive relationships.”6 This redemption is carried on throughout the generations by
succession.
God wanted a community—He wanted a people—and He wanted to be their God. This
community of people will be a great Nation. God saw the making of that great nation through the
succession of life (offspring) from one generation to the next. God told Abram, “‘Look up at the
sky and count the stars—if indeed you can count them.’ Then he said to him, ‘So shall your
offspring be.’”7 The succession God wanted Abram to see and believe for was a succession that
involved the fruitful reproduction of God’s people and God’s mission. Through this type of

4

Genesis 9:9-10.
Genesis 12:1-3,7.
6
Bill T. Arnold and Bryan E. Beyer, Encountering the Old Testament: A Christian
Survey, 2nd ed. (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academics, 2008), 100.
7
Genesis 15:5.
5
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succession and reproduction, God would bless Abram’s offspring to the point that Abram would
be unable to count them all.
From the beginning, God’s divine redemptive plan could be seen as a pilgrimage and a
journey. God called Abram to “Go into the land I will show you.”8 In order for Abram to
respond, he had to have the faith to go where he had never gone, and most likely do what he had
never done—trusting that God was God. This is not any different from God’s expectation for His
people today. Abram could have never accomplished what God asked him to accomplish without
the succession of his faith and obedience to the next generation. That was God’s plan all along—
that one generation’s faith would be transitioned to the next.
The book of Revelation is a revelation given to John which reveals what will happen in
the end, but, more importantly, it reveals more of Jesus. Craig Koester said, “The Spirit conveys
the words of the risen Christ to the churches (Rev. 2:7, 11, 17, 29), the seven spirits of God are
associated with Christ the Lamb (5:6), and the ‘spirit of prophecy’ conveys the ‘testimony of
Jesus’”9 The continuing proclamation of Jesus within Revelation reveals that biblical succession
has an end—it has a victory. Jesus is the end and ultimate prize. There will be no more
separation from His followers. As a result, there will be complete perfection and joy. The eternal
perspective of leadership succession points to a succession that is deeply eschatological. This
eschatological perspective should bring hope, joy and a healthy sense of smallness in view of
God’s grand plan.

8

Genesis 12:1.
Craig Koester, Revelation and the End of All Things (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans,
2001), 52.
9
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This eschatological and teleological view of the end can be expressed through the
metaphor of a parade. The perspective of a spectator on the ground can only see the current float
or performer in front of him. He or she cannot see the parade as a whole. The only person who
can see and appreciate the parade as a whole would be the person that has the aerial perspective
from the blimp hovering high above. Christians can only see what is currently in front of them,
but God has a different view and perspective. God can see the parade from beginning to end. As
a result, Christians can have peace and trust that God, in His grand view, is working everything
out for His glory.
In light of pastoral succession, every leader must see themselves as a part of God’s grand
parade. As a result, leaders should approach their life with the understanding that their
assignment and purpose is only one small part of God’s grand plan. Luke said, "David had
served God's purpose in his own generation, he fell asleep; he was buried with his ancestors and
his body decayed.”10 Just like David, every leader is called to serve God’s purpose for his
generation and trust that God, who sees the whole parade, will work all things out for His glory
and humanity’s good.

Old Testament Leadership Transitions and Models
Before specific leadership transitions within the Old Testament are investigated, a brief overview
of leadership within the overall Old Testament literature would be helpful. “Within the 39 books
of the Old Testament, the word ‘lead’ and its variants occurs 110 times in 124 verses in the
English text of the NIV.”11 God is the absolute leader and has complete sovereign rule and reign

10

Acts 13:36.
Ronald Hawkins, Biblical Leadership: Theology for the Everyday Leader, ed.
Benjamin Forrest and Chet Roden (Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel Academic, 2017), 30.
11
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over everything. The law declares, “The Lord reigns forever and ever.”12 “God reigns over the
nations; God is seated on his holy throne.”13 Though there are other positions within Old
Testament leadership (judges, elders, etc.), there are four prominent divine offices and positions.
“Prominent offices include the prophet (nabi’), priest (cohen), King (melek) and wise man
(chakam). In Israel’s theocracy, each of these offices performed crucial leadership functions
which in many ways complement one another.”14
No one, whether it was kings, priests, or sages, were outside the authoritative critique and
encouragement of the prophet. Like the prophet, the priest and the Levites led by divine
appointment of the family of Aaron to the priesthood and the tribe of Levi to service at the
tabernacle in later temple. These religious leaders were to lead in sending a personal example of
holiness before the people. God’s people wanted a King. Though God wanted to be their King
alone, he still answered their request.15 “Though the King was expected to be benevolent toward
his people, the exercise leadership by Divine Authority, and to bring a matter into the presence of
the King was to bring it before God as his representative.”16 The last prominent category of
leadership are the wise men. According to Jeremiah, these leaders were a recognized class
equated with the prophets and priests.17 The wise men believe that wisdom resides with God and
that He dispenses it to those who fear Him.
The Old Testament contains many stories of succession, but three stand out: Moses’
succession to Joshua, Saul’s succession to David, and Elijah’s succession to Elisha.

12

Exodus 15:18.
Psalms 47:8.
14
Hawkins, Biblical Leadership, 33
15
1 Samuel 8:5.
16
Exodus 22:8.
17
Jeremiah 18:18.
13
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Moses to Joshua
Moses was one of the greatest leaders in the Old Testament, but he still had challenges and
leadership lessons to learn.18 Early on in his leadership, he felt overwhelmed by the burden of
leadership and sought guidance from his father-in-law, Jethro.19 The guidance he received from
Jethro taught Moses how to delegate. This understanding of delegation initiated a paradigm shift
in Moses’s thinking about how to get his responsibilities and ministry beyond him. This was the
start to Moses’s preparation for succession.20
Both Moses and Joshua were called to lead.21 John Mott said, “We should not overlook
or minimize God’s part in the calling of men. There could be no more disastrous mistake than to
think and to act as though it were possible for men alone to recruit the ranks of the ministry.”22 In
other words, every spiritual succession should be undergirded with a sense that God is divinely
wanting this to happen. Human approval and competency are not enough. “God’s approval of
Joshua rested not on Joshua’s ability to lead Israel in battle. While his ability as a warrior was
undoubtedly important for the role he would fulfill in bringing the Israelites into the promised
land, it was his faith and vision that brought God’s declaration of approval.”23 Having the right
pedigree is not enough for a spiritual leadership succession to be successful. God’s divine
mission and activity must be front and center within the succession narrative.
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It could not have been easy for Joshua to follow such a great leader as Moses was. Moses
was a trailblazer–leading the Israelites out of Egypt. He exhibited an uncanny faith in God by
going to “a land I will show you.”24 “After hearing of his coming fate, Moses did not try to talk
God out of it or complain. His concern seems to be for the congregation, for the people, and not
for himself.”25 Moses cared about God's people and about God’s mission. As a result, he cared
about his succession going well and wanted a successor. Moses said, “May the Lord, the God
who gives breath to all living things, appoint someone over this community to go out and come
in before them, one who will lead them out and bring them in, so the Lord’s people will not be
like sheep without a shepherd.”26
This transfer of leadership involved a laying on of hands.27 Mattingly said, “Laying
hands on Joshua carried several symbolic meanings: identification, substitution, affirmation,
confirmation, setting aside, conferral of office, and transfer. Hand-laying identified Joshua as
YHWH’s choice to become Israel’s leader.”28 The laying on of hands was a symbol of God’s
transference of power and was not an affirmation of apostolic succession. The act of laying on of
hands was a symbol that Moses is with Joshua and Joshua is with Moses. “While the other
elements of the installation ritual were important, the laying on of hands was indeed the strong
identifying mark that bound them all together.”29 Thus, the laying on of hands is not only a
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practical symbol for the community to see and the leaders to experience, but it was also a
connection of God’s present to that of the past.
Joshua’s acceptance from the people is hard to quantify. Kay Fountain suggests the
people’s acceptance of Joshua as their new leader “is perhaps not so much because of God’s and
Moses’ choice, but rather because of his early success on the battlefield.”30 In other words, the
community started to accept Joshua because he was successful at the tasks he had been given.
The relationship between Moses and Joshua was tenured and personal. Joshua was
Moses’s servant for almost all of the wilderness period, which is approximately thirty-eight
years. Joshua was a proven warrior who humbled himself to simply serve Moses.
This relationship and succession would be similar to a (modern day) leader-assistant
model. The highlights of this model include a long-term relationship between the current leader
and predecessors, a clear sense of confirmation from God, and a confirmation from the
congregation.

Elijah to Elisha
God’s desire for Elisha to succeed Elijah is clearly articulate in First Kings 19. It is interesting
how God came to Moses through a burning bush, but to Elijah through a gentle whisper.31 God’s
anointing and appointment are creative and unique to each person and should not be confined
into a rigid direction. God told Elijah, “Go back the way you came, and go to the Desert of
Damascus. When you get there, anoint Hazael king over Aram. Also, anoint Jehu son of Nimshi
king over Israel, and anoint Elisha son of Shaphat from Abel Meholah to succeed you as
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prophet.”32 God wanted Elijah to know early in his career who his predecessor was supposed to
be, i.e., Elisha.33
Elisha is a unique Old Testament character. He is the only example of a prophet being
designated and appointed as the direct successor of another prophet in Old Testament literature.
Indeed, Elisha is presented not just as a disciple but seemingly as a continuation of Elijah. “He
not only carries on the spirit of Elijah, but in narrative terms, he completes a number of actions in
the story which were begun by Elijah, particularly those concerned with Jehu.”34 For example,
God told Elijah to anoint Jehu as king of Israel, but Elisha was the one to execute that
command.35
No one could deny God’s approval of this leadership transfer after seeing how God
granted Elisha’s request for a double portion of Elijah’s anointing. Old Testament law required
the firstborn should receive a double portion of blessing.36 The double portion request was not
Elisha’s attempt to be better than Elijah, but rather his desire to be Elisha’s successor—like that
of a firstborn.
Elisha, like Joshua, built credibility with the people long before there was a transfer of
leadership. Elisha humbly served Elijah. “While there is some difficulty reconciling the dating of
the various events in the early chapters of 2 Kings, it could be argued that Elisha was probably
Elijah’s servant for a period of some twenty-six years.”37 This was a considerable portion of
Elisha’s prime adult life. Elisha also stayed with Elijah until the very end of his time on earth.
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This faithfulness reveals Elisha had a spirit of humility and servanthood.
The transfer of leadership was unique and unprecedented. Before Elijah was ushered into
heaven on a chariot of fire, he left behind his cloak for Elisha. Elisha picked up the cloak and
struck the water with it. The water divided to the left and right. The people standing there said,
“The spirit of Elijah is resting on Elisha.”38 The people not only liked Elisha and believed he was
an incredible prophetic leader, but also saw through his miracle the miraculous anointing of God
rest on him. Though leadership succession does not always involve a clear, miraculous sign,
congregations and leaders should use spiritual discernment to recognize God’s unique
affirmation of leadership.
Elisha failed to learn from Elijah’s necessity of passing the baton of leadership and
anointing to the next generation, and the results were unfortunate. Elisha had hoped his successor
would have been his understudy Gehazi, but Gehazi undermined Elisha’s authority and
disqualified himself.39 Chand and Bronner said, “Elisha literally took his anointing to the grave.
If we don’t find—or don’t search for—someone we can invest in, we’ll take our abilities to the
grave like Elisha.”40

Saul to David
Israel’s first monarchial succession came as a result of King Saul’s lack of spiritual leadership
and judgment. Though Saul planned for his son Jonathon to be his successor, God had other
plans to anoint David as king.41 Saul’s leadership decision is a good reminder that succession is
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ultimately God’s plan. Saul was not wrong to want his son to be successor. His mistake was to
ignore God’s direction and his failure to submit to God’s will and plan.
Saul's reaction to God’s plan to have David succeed him reveals some of the weaknesses
that can arise within a leader during transition. First, Saul started out his leadership strong, but
did not finish well. In fact, Saul fought the transition in every way he could. Rebellion set in and
the Lord ultimately rejected Saul as king.42 Second, Saul became offended and bitter towards
David because David’s success and fame within the community continued to rise.43 Saul could
not lead well because his internal spiritual and emotional life was in disarray. He did not like
someone else getting honor. Saul forgot that it was God who appointed him to a position of
leadership, and it is God who can take his leadership position and influence away.
David’s reaction to God’s plan of succession is a positive example for newly
transitioning leaders to follow. First, David waited on God’s timing instead of his own. Second,
David honored King Saul's position—even though Saul was not treating him right.44 Third,
David trusted the results of the transition to God.45 Even after Saul made multiple attempts to kill
him, David still honored God and Saul. The transition of leadership finally took place after Saul
fell on his own sword.46 The author of Chronicles wrote:
In the past, even while Saul was king, you were the one who led Israel on their military
campaigns. And the Lord your God said to you, ‘You will shepherd my people Israel, and
you will become their ruler.’ When all the elders of Israel had come to King David at
Hebron, he made a covenant with them at Hebron before the Lord, and they anointed
David king over Israel, as the Lord had promised through Samuel.47
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The transition involved a confirmation from God spoken through the prophet, a
confirmation from the elders, and a confirmation from the people in the community.

Old Testament Applicable Observations
In this section of this chapter, the following three main Old Testament narratives were reviewed:
Moses’s succession to Joshua, Saul’s succession to David, and Elijah’s succession to Elisha.
There are two main applicable observations worth noting. The first applicable observation is
most leaders within the biblical narrative were not only concerned with succession but
considered it a priority. Jim Ozier and Jim Griffith said, “One thing stands out: throughout
redemptive story, passing the baton is one of the most critical elements of the entire biblical
story, which elevates ‘passing the baton’ to a high priority in churches facing pastoral change.”48
Moses and Elijah envisioned the future of God’s kingdom beyond their succession. Their
concern and priority of succession is a godly principle that focuses on God’s bigger plan beyond
a leaders’ immediate assignment. The paradox is that most Christian pastors do not see
leadership succession as a priority—even though it is inevitable.49 Many are unprepared.
Crabtree and Weese said, “Succession planning is the second most important need in every
church in the country, and few if any do it or do it well.”50 Thomas Rainer said, “The baby
boomers have more pastors represented in their generation than any other. There are many
pastors reaching retirement age every month. And I’m not sure our churches are ready for this
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transition.”51 This idea of prioritizing succession should be taken seriously by current lead
pastors. They should be the ones to lead the conversation within their local church community.
The second applicable observation is next generation leaders within the biblical narrative
trusted in God’s timing. Joshua was Moses’s servant for almost all the wilderness period, which
was approximately thirty-eight years. These wilderness years were difficult. It would have been
easy for Joshua to desire the leadership position sooner. He submitted, continued to serve, and
trusted God’s timing.
Elisha, like Joshua, started building credibility with the people long before there was a
transfer of leadership. Elisha humbly served Elijah. Serving under Elijah’s leadership was a
considerable portion of Elisha’s prime adult life. Elisha also stayed with Elijah until the very end
of Elijah’s life. Elisha, realizing he was moving towards being next in leadership, had to choose
not to expedite the process of succession, but rather trust in God’s timing.
The idea of waiting on God’s timing is clearest within the narrative of David and Saul.
Saul tried to control the leadership transition by attempting multiple times to kill David. After
one of Saul’s failed attempts to kill David, David had the opportunity to kill Saul and expedite
the succession process. However, David said, “May the Lord judge between you and me. And
may the Lord avenge the wrongs you have done to me, but my hand will not touch you. As the
old saying goes, ‘From evil doers come evil deeds,’ so my hand will not touch you.”52 In other
words, David chose to submit to God’s will instead of his own.
The successor who desires to take over a position must trust in God’s timing. Trusting
God’s timing is most difficult if the incoming pastor is currently within the church in an
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influential role. The incoming pastor must resist the urge to expedite the process, especially for
personal gain. The result of David trusting in God’s timing was the personal assurance that God
had anointed him and established him as a leader throughout Israel. If David would have
expedited the process, he would not have had that type of assurance. When leadership gets
difficult, assurance is important.
The third applicable observation is the next generation leaders in the biblical narrative
seemed to have a strong confidence in God’s calling and ability. David had a confidence in God
and his calling before he ever became the leader of Israel. Although, the Israelites were afraid of
Goliath, David said, “Your servant has killed both the lion and the bear; this uncircumcised
Philistine will be like one of them, because he has defied the armies of the living God. The Lord
who rescued me from the paw of the lion and the paw of the bear will rescue me from the hand
of this Philistine.’ Saul said to David, ‘Go, and the Lord be with you.”53
Moses sent twelve spies to go into the land of Canaan to see if the people in Canaan
could be overtaken. Ten out of the twelve spies reported that the people in Canaan would be
impossible to overtake, but Joshua and Caleb had a different confidence. They said, “We should
go up and take possession of the land, for we can certainly do it.”54 Fountain said, “God‘s
approval of Joshua rested not on his ability to lead Israel in battle. While his ability as a warrior
was undoubtedly important for the role he would fulfill in bringing the Israelites into the
promised land, it is not this ability, but rather his faith and vision, which brought God’s
declaration of approval.”55 In other words, God saw Joshua’s heart and faith in God and
approved Joshua’s leadership.
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After Elijah called Elisha, First Kings records that Elisha “took his yoke of oxen and
slaughtered them. He burned the plowing equipment to cook the meat and gave it to the people,
and they ate. Then he set out to follow Elijah and became his servant.”56 Elisha’s commitment to
the call was exhibited through his willingness to offer, literally burn up as an offering, his former
vocation.

New Testament Leadership Transitions and Models
Before specific leadership transitions in the New Testament are investigated, a brief overview of
leadership within the overall context would be helpful. According to Hawkins, defining and
clarifying the role and definition of leadership in the New Testament is no simple task for two
primary reasons: “There is no one-to-one correlation between any Greek word used in the New
Testament and the English word ‘leader,’ and both Greek and English words have multiple
meanings and uses.”57 To simply equate a Greek word to an English word would result in an
unsuccessful definition. The translation from Greek to English requires a more holistic approach
and, according to Hawkins, requires four main areas of research: morphology, etymology,
comparative analysis, and Symantec analysis.58
“The Greek words that can legitimately be translated ‘leader’ or ‘leadership’ in the New
Testament text do not appear to have any clear connection to the Semantic fields associated with
‘control’ or the ‘exercise of power and authority.’ In the New Testament, leadership is a matter
of guiding rather than governing.”59 Christ’s work on the cross is a part of God’s redemptive
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plan to restore leadership to his original intent—making Him the head of the church.60 The
understanding that Christ is the head of the church does not mean that God did not establish
leadership positions or expectations. However, those leaders are never the head of the church,
but rather, a different part of the body.
There are many leadership titles used within the local church, including apostles,
prophets, shepherds, evangelists, teachers, elders, deacons, overseers.61 Each title has its
significance within a biblical context. It does not seem there is a need for an exhaustive
breakdown of each word and its appropriate meaning. What should be noted is that titles should
never ultimately define a Christian’s life. Christians should also never use his or her leadership
position for prideful purposes or personal gain. In fact, Paul refers to himself as, “A servant of
Christ Jesus, called to be an apostle and set apart for the gospel of God.”62 Paul recognized and
stated his position within the kingdom of God as servant before he was an apostle.63
Peter provided tremendous leadership insight in Jesus as the supreme leader of the
church.64 As recorded in First Peter 5:3, leaders were hierarchical. In other words, leaders were
always appointed by someone in authority over them. There were no self-appointed leaders.
Peter instructed Christian leaders to lead by example and not by dictatorship. Furthermore, Peter
saw leaders charismatically appointed instead of democratically selected. In other words, the
appointed leader would not simply be the result of communal agreement within the local church
structure, but also a sense of spirit empowerment.
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As a result, the implications from Peter’s perspective concerning pastoral succession are
the following: no leader should be self-appointed; both the leader coming in and the leader going
out should submit themselves to the appointed authority over them; and, the incoming leader
should already be living a life worthy of the position and calling he or she is being appointed
before he or she takes the position.
Though the New Testament contains many stories of succession, I will focus on three:
Jesus’s succession, Barnabas’s succession to Paul, and Paul’s succession to Timothy.

Jesus’s Succession
The New Testament revealed Jesus Christ as the anointed Messiah. “The language of ‘the
anointed one’ or ‘messiah’ seems to have become attached to the dynasty of David.”65 The
genealogies found in the gospels connect Jesus to the Davidic line. In terms of human
reproduction, in Mathew’s gospel, the genealogy shows the succession from Abraham to
David—which ultimately points to Christ.66
Christian leaders view Jesus not only as the Savior and Messiah, but also as an example
and model to strive for in life. Succession and leadership transition are no exception. Jesus
planned his succession from the very beginning of his ministry. He said, “You did not choose
me, but I chose you and appointed you to go and bear fruit—fruit that will last.”67 There were
two primary leadership successions in His life. The first was from His predecessor (John) to
Him. The second was from Jesus to His selected disciples.
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Weese and Crabtree illustrated six succession principles they discovered by analyzing
Jesus’s succession to His disciples.68 The principles are: honor your predecessor, build on health,
complete the past, envision abundance, create capacity, and fight the demons.69 The first three
principles had to do with Jesus embracing his new role. The latter three had to do with his
departure.
The first principle is to honor your predecessor. If anyone had the right to focus on one’s
self, it would the King of Kings. Yet, Jesus spoke well and often of John the Baptist. Jesus said,
“Among those born of women, there has not arisen anyone greater than John…”70 He also said,
“For John came to show you the way of righteousness…”71 Weese and Crabtree noted, “It would
be refreshing and liberating for many members to hear their pastor speak, in positive terms, the
name of the pastor who went before and was referred to as an instrument in God's plan for
building that church.”72
The second principle is to build on health. “Jesus reached into the treasure chest of the
past and pulled out what was healthy and strong. Many of the stories Jesus told were not original
to him; neither were many of his ideas. Jesus knew where to find islands of health in his
tradition, and that is where he planted his feet.”73 Jesus said, “Love the Lord your God with all
your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind;” and, 'Love
your neighbor as yourself."74 According to Weese and Crabtree, Jesus focused on what was most
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important, and what would produce shalom. It is important for leaders going through transition to
focus on what produces shalom instead of what will produce division and strife.
The third principle is to complete the past. Jesus recognized that He was not starting
something new, but rather taking something old and bringing it into the present. Jesus said, “Do
not think that I have come to abolish the Law or the Prophets; I have not come to abolish them
but to fulfill them.”75 Weese and Crabtree note, “When Jesus speaks about fulfilling the Old
Testament, He does not mean ‘make it come true.’ When Jesus fulfills the Old Testament, He
completes it by giving it new meaning. Through Jesus, we understand that the complete and full
meaning of a promised land is not a piece of geography but an eternal life.”76
The fourth principle is to envision abundance. Jesus did not envision scarcity when he
contemplated His departure; instead He envisioned abundance. This is because Jesus knew
anyone empowered by the Spirit would be able to carry on the mantle and further the mission of
God in the future. In fact, He said, “Very truly I tell you, whoever believes in me will do the
works I have been doing, and they will do even greater things than these, because I am going to
the Father.”77 “The closer Jesus moved to His transition out of physical leadership on earth, the
more detailed he became about what would happen next. He gave clear direction: go into the
village. Find a man. Bring his donkey. Going in to the village. Find a man. He has an upper
room. Prepare a meal. Meet me in Galilee. Wait in Jerusalem.”78 Jesus was a leader with clarity,
direction, and strategy. Pastors and church leaders should strive to lead with that same clarity,
direction, and strategy.
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The fifth principle is to create capacity.79 From the very beginning of Jesus’s team
ministry, He created capacity for those around Him by allowing them room to grow in
leadership. He was not afraid of allowing others to take leadership roles. Even before His
departure, He sent the disciples out two by two and told them to come and report back to Him.80
Jesus’s action of creating capacity allowed an opportunity for the disciples to experience small
moments of delegated leadership while still being able to come back to Jesus for mentoring and
wisdom.
The sixth and final principle is to fight the demons. This principle is not about exorcism,
but rather about guarding against unhealthy spiritual and emotional weaknesses that tend to arise
during transition. Weese and Crabtree note:
All in all, we do not see many struggles in the life of Jesus, except around His transitions
in and out of leadership. At the beginning, the transition from being a carpenter to an
itinerant preacher and healer drives Him into the wilderness. At the end, the transition out
of leadership into the cross drives Him to Gethsemane. There are demons appearing at
these points of transition that threaten to scuttle the future.81
Jesus is the ultimate leader and remains the leader of the Church. Yet, His leadership
activities are examples for all Christian leaders to follow.

Barnabas to Paul
Barnabas was a Jewish Hellenistic82 believer. Being a Levite, Barnabas held a more prestigious
role within the Jewish community.83 Barnabas saw something different in Saul. He leveraged his
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influence and reputation to defend the authenticity of Saul’s conversion experience.84 As a result,
Saul was able to move freely throughout Jerusalem spreading the good news of Jesus. Barnabas
was an encourager to Saul and others.85 He later sought to work directly with Saul and trained
him.86
The leadership roles of Saul and Barnabas changed within the storyline of Acts 13. Luke
records, "Then Paul and Barnabas answered them boldly.…"87 Notice Luke references Paul
before Barnabas. There had been a shift in who was answering to whom. This is intentional and
significant. Murphy said, “This becomes clear when the party is referred to as Paul's—only he is
mentioned specifically in 13:13. From now on the direct mention of these men is switched so
that Paul is named first (13:42, 43, 46, 50-51; 14:1, 3). Barnabas seems to have embraced his
supportive role, for he continued with Paul.”88 In other words, the mission of Paul and Barnabas
did not change, but the roles in which they accomplished that mission changed.
This model could be an excellent fit for churches that have a clear successor in place.
This model would, like Barnabas, still have the outgoing pastor on the team—except he or she is
in a different chair. This type of model can be especially helpful if the outgoing and incoming
leader has a significant age gap because the older generation will feel more connected to the
former pastor but submit to the younger pastor’s vision.
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Paul to Timothy
The third New Testament leadership transition to be considered is from Paul to Timothy. Careful
reading of scripture clearly shows that Paul discipled a number of important leaders within the
early church, but there was no closer relationship he had than his relationship with Timothy.
Paul’s relationship with Timothy is a great example of biblical leadership development. “He
identified Timothy as a potential leader, an identification confirmed by the Holy Spirit; he
traveled with Timothy, taught him, and modeled good leadership; he sent Timothy out on a
variety of assignments, and eventually entrusted to his leadership the very important Church in
Ephesus.”89
Paul encouraged Timothy when he said, “For the Spirit God gave us does not make us
timid, but gives us power, love and self-discipline.”90 He did this because Timothy was unsure
about his ability to lead. Paul recognized there was a unique grace on Timothy’s life that needed
to “fan into flame.”91
Paul saw the Christian faith as something that was to be handed down from generation to
generation. He told Timothy, “I am reminded of your sincere faith, which first lived in your
grandmother Lois and in your mother Eunice and, I am persuaded, now lives in you also.”92 Paul
did not see Timothy’s life through the lens of one generation, but rather, through the lens of
multiple generations. He continued by telling Timothy, “And the things you have heard me say
in the presence of many witnesses entrust to reliable people who will also be qualified to teach
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others.”93 “Four generations of passing the leadership baton are evident in that verse. As Paul has
equipped Timothy, so now Timothy should train others, who in turn will train others.”94
Paul took on Timothy as his spiritual son, equipped him, released him, and then
encouraged him with prayer and oversight. This passing of the leadership baton led to more
churches planted and more people converted to Christ.
New Testament Applicable Observations
In this section, the following three New Testament narratives were reviewed: Jesus’s succession
to disciples, Barnabas’s succession to Paul, and Paul’s succession to Timothy. There are two
main applicable observations worth noting. The first applicable observation is how important
servanthood played in the molding and preparation of the next generation leader. Timothy served
Paul, as described in Acts 16. “Paul came to Derbe and then to Lystra, where a disciple named
Timothy lived, whose mother was Jewish and a believer but whose father was a Greek.”95
Notice, Luke uses the word disciple to describe Timothy. Timothy was not an arrogant young
leader, but a spiritual humble follower of Jesus. He was the type of leader Paul would call his
spiritual son.96
If the next generation leader cannot effectively serve the current generation leader, then
he or she should never accept or be considered for a lead pastor role. The qualifications found in
1 Timothy are important—not just for leadership, but also succession. Leaders, churches, and
governing boards should have a rigorous vetting process that insures the incoming leader has the
qualities for godly, servant leadership.
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Ultimately, leadership preparation through servanthood is a matter of the heart. Leaders
can cover up pride by manipulating people’s perspectives of them resulting in an unsuccessful
transition. If the incoming leader does not learn servanthood, he or she will experience
ineffectiveness as a true spiritual leader and a deterioration of his or her soul.
The second applicable observation is how strongly the outgoing leaders encouraged the
incoming leader. Jesus told his disciples that them they would change the world, they would
receive power from his Spirit, and he will be with them—even until the end of the age.97 Paul
told Timothy that God had not given him a spirit of fear, but of power, love, and a sound-mind.98
Paul also told Timothy to be strong in the grace that God had given him.99 In other words, Paul
was providing clear direction that Timothy did not need to be Paul, but rather be himself.
Barnabas was Paul’s greatest fan. Barnabas leveraged his influence and reputation to
defend the validity of Saul’s conversion experience.100 Each one of the mentors that have been
considered within the biblical narratives are examples worth following. Words of encouragement
and faith are important for newly appointed leaders entering into challenges of leadership he or
she has never previously been in. As a result, the role of the predecessor should be one of an
encourager and supporter of the newly appointed leader.
In this section of the chapter, a biblical and theological review has been executed. In the
next section of this chapter, the primary literature sources concerning pastoral succession,
transition, and change will be reviewed.
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Literature Review
Pastoral succession is a unique leadership transition that requires focus and strategy. Fortunately,
there have been excellent sources that have been created to help pastors and congregations
analyze and decide the best way to appropriate this type of leadership decision. In this review,
the primary literature sources on pastoral succession, transition, and change will be reviewed and
synthesized into helpful themes.
Why Succession is a Necessary Topic Worth Studying
Pastors need to start thinking about succession now. Vanderbloemen and Bird said, “Succession
is more urgent than you think and probably more important than you have imagined.”101
Tom Mullins agrees with Bird and Vanderbloemen when he said, “Inevitably, a handoff will
need to be made! And the more prepared we are for the future, the less of a surprise it will be
when it’s time to make a change. Everyone needs to be thinking about this passing of the baton,
but the more I talk to men and women in prominent positions of leadership, the more I realize
how few have planned for transition.”102
Poor planning for succession can have negative effects on the church. The Barna Group
said, “Pastoral succession is one of the most pressing issues in the church today. How a church
navigates a leadership transition impacts its ability to be effective on every other front: caring for
those in need, providing theological instruction, confronting injustice, cultivating deep
community, facilitating meaningful worship experiences and, ultimately drawing people to know
and follow Christ.”103
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Every Succession is Unique
Most scholars would agree that every pastoral succession is unique. Vanderbloemen and Bird
explain there is no one way to strategize succession when they said, “While succession is
uniformly important and urgent, there is no uniform approach that works for all churches.”104
Weese and Crabtree agreed with Vanderbloemen and Bird when they said, “Today, ministry is
much more localized, customized, specialized, and complex. What works in Seattle may not
work in Bloomington.”105 Even though there are unique challenges to each succession, Jay
Passavant argues that all successions have some similarities when he said, “Every senior pastor
has to wrestle with the same issues—the departing pastor, the congregation, the staff and the new
pastor.”106 Though Passavant’s comments lean on the side of oversimplifying the process, what
he offers can help leaders prioritize and articulate the most important aspects of a pastoral
succession. Weese and Crabtree agree with Passavant when they suggested five key participants
in a healthy transition are the departing pastor, the board, the transition consultant, the personnel
committee, and the arriving pastor.107
Ozier and Griffith explain one of the challenges to contextualizing a church is in the
organizational leader’s ability to communicate the same language during the process of
analyzing the church’s context. Ozier and Griffith offer a five perspectives method to profile the
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uniqueness of each succession. The authors adapted this method from Michael Watkins.108 The
five perspectives are startup, turnaround, accelerated growth, realignment, and strong. The
startup is a church that is newly established. A turnaround is a church that was once strong but
has declined. Accelerated growth is a church that has experienced a growth spurt and received
affirmation for it. Realignment is a church that is in the transition of moving from decline to
growing. Strong is a church that produces good ministry and is well known throughout the
community.109
Jones helps leaders contextualize the uniqueness of each church by offering the following
questions: “What would we do differently if we were starting all over? If there were no backlash
to worry about, what would we drop? What would we start? What would we change? How does
the reality of our ministry match with our stated vision and goals? What would we do differently
if our only boundary was a radical commitment to the Great Commission?”110
Types of Pastoral Succession
Though there are a variety of ways in which a church can analyze and create a working model of
transition, some scholars have offered different types and models of pastoral succession.
Vanderbloemen and Bird offer four types of succession. The first three types are unexpected, and
the last type is planned. The first type of succession is an emergency. A succession that comes
from an emergency is an unplanned exit of the pastor for a short term, long-term, or permanent
time. The second type of succession is a disqualification of the pastor due to a moral failure,
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teaching of heresy, or loss of physical core competencies. The third type of succession is when
the pastor is forced to leave due to termination. The fourth type of succession is the planned
succession. A planned succession is what the authors hope will become the normal practice in
most successions.
According to Vanderbloemen and Bird, there are four emerging models of leadership
succession amongst large churches today. Bird calls the first model a family plan. “The Pastoral
reigns are passed to a relative or long-standing spiritual son or daughter.”111 Bethany Church in
Baker, Louisiana, has seen this model work across three generations.
Vanderbloemen and Bird call the second most common emerging model a
denominational plan. The denominational plan involves a collaborative relationship between
some type of district superintendent or bishop and the current senior pastor. The denominational
leaders strategize whom to appoint as the next pastor.
The authors call the third model a “process-only plan.” “This common approach is for the
outgoing pastor to help create and set in motion a succession plan—and then get out.”112 The
weight of the transition rests more on the process than the opinion of the current pastor or board.
The process allows for the decision-making to stay objective.
They call the fourth model the intentional overlap plan. They found a greater number of
large church pastors overlapped with their predecessor than those who did not. “More large
church pastors than not intentionally overlapped with their predecessor. It seems to be the
strongest model for succession—when the church culture matches it.”113 The Barna Group
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agrees with Bird: “Having the outgoing pastor stay in the church as an associate pastor or
attendee is a top factor that leads to a more successful transition.”114
Russel Crabtree presents an evidence based succession model. In its simplest form, this
model encourages churches and boards to incorporate church assessment tools and questions
throughout the transitional process. Three specific questions are being asked during a pastoral
transition, evidencing a certain amount of uncertainty: what, why, and how?115 According to
Crabtree, the success of the transition will increase as the interim pastor and board are able to
answer the three questions with clarity and optimism. As the transition continues to unfold, these
questions will need to be re-answered and re-clarified.
Jesus’s Succession
Christian leaders should look to Jesus as an example for succession. William P. Atkinson’s
article, “Succession-Management, Jesus Style” is helpful in unpacking this example.116 In his
article, Atkinson “Considers two phases in Jesus ministry—His development of teams and His
appointment of successor—in order to indicate that succession management was something that
mattered to Jesus and that He planned for. It concluded there is good evidence for the traditional
view that Peter was Jesus’s key successor.”117 Atkinson clarified that Jesus had a desire for team
work and initiated the practice of having co-missionaries alongside Him. Jesus’s co-missionary
work involved disciples following His example. Jesus’s example revealed to His disciples the
importance of servant leadership and Spirit led leadership.
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Teamwork and team building are essential practices that are beneficial for succession.
Atkinson said, “It is difficult to imagine that Jesus would have raised up a successor or
successors without it.”118 Atkinson explained that the action of Jesus pulling Peter, James, and
John closer to Him compared to the rest had something to do with his plan of succession among
these three leaders—specifically Peter.119 There is no biblical evidence to confirm Jesus’s
commissioning of James and John as He did Peter, but Atkinson thinks the positive results from
James and John reveal they were a part of Jesus’s succession narrative. Atkinson said, “Though
the evidence is scant, it emerges that both James and John played significant roles in the
leadership of the earliest church.”120
Weese and Crabtree offered six principles from studying Jesus’s leadership in His
succession of John the Baptist. These principles are: honor thy predecessor, build on health,
complete the past, envision abundance, create capacity, and fight the demons. Jesus offered an
excellent reminder to successors taking over the new pastoral position when He honored John the
Baptist, highlighted in the multiple scriptural references of Jesus’ affirming words of John’s
leadership.121

Spirit’s Role in Succession
Atkinson introduced the role of the Holy Spirit within succession—specifically as it pertains to
Pentecostalism by looking at the life of Peter. Atkinson said, “In all of this, Peter stands as an
exemplary recipient of the Spirit (Acts 2:4; 4:8, 31), receiving visions in fulfilment of Joel 2:28
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(Acts 10:10-17).”122 In terms of the Spirit’s role in succession, Pugh suggests a founder-model
succession that looks for the same Spirit-empowered anointing discovered in the founder to be
present in the incoming lead pastor. In other words, the outgoing and incoming pastor should
look to the Spirit as an integral part of the pastoral transition. Benjamin Pugh said, “Christ hands
over his authority to the Holy Spirit who is another helper just like him. The Spirit is the truest
and most faithful custodian of the vision who will bring to mind the things that Christ taught and
lead the disciples into all truth.”123
Pugh challenged pastors to avoid bureaucratic and traditional succession and, instead,
focus on charismatic succession—that is, succession in which the Holy Spirit is clearly anointing
and confirming. As a result, the same missional cause, burden, and spirit empowerment the
original founding leader felt must be passed on to the next generation.
Leading and Communicating Change
Scholars agree that succession requires an ability to appropriately lead change. John
Kotter presents an eight-step plan for change. Those steps are the following: 1) establishing a
sense of urgency, 2) creating the guiding coalition, 3) developing a vision and strategy, 4)
communicating the change vision, 5) empowering employees for broad-based action, 6)
generating short-term wins, 7) consolidating gains and producing more change, and 8) anchoring
new approaches in the culture.124
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If Kotter’s plan were to be overlaid within a pastoral succession narrative focused toward
the role of the current senior pastor, the action steps could be the following: 1) current pastor
establishes a sense of urgency that succession is needed, 2) he or she would create a team of
people to help guide the succession endeavor, 3) the team would develop a vision and strategy
for the transition, 4) the vision and strategy would be communicated throughout the
organization—along with the announcement of the new leader, 5) engage employees and
volunteers with the plan, 6) short term wins will be determined for the transition and first ninety
days on incoming leader, 7) the handoff would take place, and 8) the exiting pastor would
cheerlead the incoming pastor and congregation in its new season.
If Kotter’s plan were to be overlaid within a mentor to mentee succession narrativefocused toward the role of the incoming leader, the action steps could be the following: 1) listen
and understand the urgency of the succession, 2) do not interfere with the process of candidacy
for the incoming leader—even if you know that it will most likely be you, 3) publicly affirm the
vision and strategy of the transition, 4) let the team communicate the vision of your new
leadership role without casting your own vision, 5) the new leader should determine his or her
short wins for the organization and for him or herself, 6) the gains should be consolidated but not
acted upon too quickly, and 7) new approaches should be strategized only after there is
cooperation from the congregation and key stakeholders.
It could be argued that, after receiving the new leadership position, the incoming pastor
should create his or her own sense of urgency and start Kotter’s process all over again. That
could be an option if the lead pastor position was handed to a pastor coming from the outside of
the organization. That would not be the case for a mentor to mentee succession because, if the
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succession is done correctly, the exiting pastor will create the environment and culture of change
as well as increased optimism for the future leader and his or her vision.
Palmer, Dunford, and Buchanan offer a different approach than Kotter in that they offer a
multiple perspectives approach to change management because every context is unique. The
authors offer six main perspectives (or images) to look at how to lead change. Each perspective
is explored and needed for specific cultures, contexts, and situations. The book encourages
leaders to identify their personal leadership perspective as well as analyze the current situation of
the organization. Once the situation has been properly analyzed, then a plan can be strategized
and implemented. When a church or organization is moving toward a leadership succession, a
multiple perspectives approach can be beneficial.
Palmer, Dunford, and Buchanan offer multiple models of change. Most of the models
focus on companies and politics. The model which seems most beneficial to succession is the
gap analysis. The gap analysis is a simple, flexible, and widely used tool for reviewing the
current ‘as is’ state of an organization, and what has to change. The gap analysis involves asking
three questions: 1) Where are we now? 2) To where do we want to get to? and 3) What do we
need to do in order to get there?125 This analysis can be used for the outgoing pastor, incoming
pastor, and board. These three perspectives found in the questions from the gap analysis, along
with a set of agreed upon values, can be brought together to create a proper plan for change.
Most scholars would agree that a plan of change should be documented and agreed upon
by the governing leaders within the organization.126 How long should a transition timeline be for
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a lead pastor succession? Jim Shaw suggest the timeline should be between twelve and twentyfour months. Shaw said, “Two years seems to be an ideal transition time as five years or longer
will strain relationships unnecessarily."127 Russel and Bucher agree with Shaw, saying, “Two
years of mentoring and transitioning seems an adequate amount of time.”128
Having a plan of change must involve a plan of communicating that change to the proper
constituents. The Barna Group said, “Strong communication covers a multitude of sins.”129
Barna offer four pillars of communication: “Those four pillars are the congregation’s desire for
transparency, the desire for the church to control the flow of communication, the outgoing
pastor’s communication, and the incoming pastor’s communication. Trying to balance the four is
not simple—in fact, it is quite complex.”130 The Barna Group offered a few helpful tips. The first
tip is to guide the narrative. Say exactly what you want to say as perfectly as possible. You can
do this by avoiding verbal announcements, and instead utilizing email or video. The second tip is
to get on the same page by having the proper parties vet the language and tone of the
announcement. The third tip is to create and stick to your timeline of communication.131
When it comes to discerning the priority of what to communicate, Ozier and Griffith
suggested that congregants ask six anxiety-driven questions: “1) Why is our pastor leaving?
2)What is happening? 3) How will it happen? 4) What will the next pastor be like? 5) What will
happen to my church? 6) What does it mean for me and my family?”132 A church’s plan of
change needs to utilize the church’s natural forms of communication (weekly emails,
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newsletters, videos, social media, etc.) to answer these questions with clarity and optimism.
Creating, documenting, and communicating a plan of change will be a needed activity in a
healthy pastoral succession.

When it is Time to Leave
Discerning the appropriate time to leave is a difficult task for the outgoing pastor.
Vanderbloemen and Bird suggested ways that a pastor might know it is time to leave which
include: “God gives a clear sign, your leadership speaks, your part of the mission is complete,
you lose heart, others confirm it, you receive a new call, a mismatch develops, collaboration
ends, you reach physical and emotional limits, or the church begins to show a lack of confidence
in your vision.”133 Stan Toler suggests that one of the ways outgoing pastors know when to leave
is by clarifying when outgoing pastors shouldn’t leave. Toler encourages outgoing pastors to not
leave because of discouragement, criticism, or unresolved conflict. Instead, Toler suggests that
outgoing pastors should look for signs. The signs could include when a pastor’s vision does not
align with that of the church congregation, when a pastor’s effectiveness runs dry, when a pastor
feels a sense of release, or when a pastor has an intuition.134
Vanderbloemen and Bird challenge leaders to leave at the height of their ministry when
they said, “Going out on top can open doors to a new future.”135 They also said, “The best
succession typically occurs when the outgoing pastor has lined up a new challenge and is excited
about what’s ahead.”136 Vanderbloemen and Bird also caution outgoing pastors regarding the
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challenges faced if the outgoing pastor stays beyond the time when he or she is impactful as a
leader. The authors call a pastor staying too long the “Brett Favre syndrome.”137
Selecting a Successor
The qualities and skills to look for in the selection of a successor vary to the unique context of
each pastoral succession. Ozier and Griffith suggested eight great skills to look for in a
successor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Relational intentionality,
The ability to learn existing church culture and respond appropriately,
A passionate communicator,
The ability to develop and apply systems,
The willingness and ability to raise money,
Effectiveness in vision casting,
The ability to identify and respond to the needs of the mission field, and
Adept at change management with patience.138

Mullins presents six non-negotiable characteristics to look for in a successor:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

They possess character and integrity.
They are gifted and skilled.
They practice organizational management.
They are team builders.
They are fruit-bearing.
They are DNA carriers (Identify with the church culture and core values).139

When it comes to determining the qualities to look for in a successor, Chand and Bronner
say, “In the end, it’s the intangible qualities—interpersonal skills, conflict resolution, family life,
and humility—that are important.”140
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The Emotional Challenge of Succession
Marshall Goldsmith recognized something missing within succession planning—that is the
emotional side of succession.141 Peter Scazzero agrees with Goldsmith when he said, “If we hope
to transform the world with the good news of Jesus, we must begin by embarking on a personal
journey, one that will lead us through a deep, beneath the surface transformation in our own
lives.”142 The emotional health of a leader is important to add to the conversation of succession
because pastoral succession is one of the most emotional leadership transitions a pastor will
experience. When the emotional health of a pastor is added to the topic of succession, a few
factors become clear: 1) a healthy succession must deal with every person’s emotional response
to the transition, 2) the family members should get more attention within the succession—
specifically the spouse and children of the leader walking through the change, and 3) because
succession is emotional, the process should start earlier then the leader, board, or spouse think.
William Bridges and Susan Bridges agree with taking the emotional side of transition
seriously. Bridges explains there is a difference between transition and change. Change is when
something is re-arranged. “Transition is a process by which people unplug from an old world and
plug into a new world.”143 An example of change would be when a child moves his or her bed to
a different room in the house. An example of transition would be when a child moves out of the
house entirely. Bridges explains there are three phases of transition: 1) the “ending, losing,
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letting go” phase, 2) the “neutral zone” phase, and 3) the “new beginning” phase. Bridges argues
that, if a person or organization wants to walk through leadership transition successfully, the
individual or organization must walk through each phase of his transition process. Skipping one
can be harmful in the end. Chand agreed with Bridges when he said, “All change involves
loss”144 It is important to remember during succession planning that every transition and
organization involve actual people; each having their own personalities, dreams, doubts, and
fears.
Corporate Succession
Though leadership transition within the church stimulates its own challenges, it would be
beneficial to look at some of the challenges in corporate succession. Fritz H. Grupe, Simon
Jooste, and Nilesh Patel wrote: “Passing the Baton: Helping Your Successor to Succeed.”145 It
was written with a focus on Executive Chief Information Officers (CIO). Grupe, Jooste, and
Patel found “39% of CIOs have been in their current job for less than three years, while an
earlier study found an annual turnover rate of 40% of the CIO position. Turnover could be higher
in some fields.”146 Regardless of the rate of turnover, when a CIO leaves, the problem of
executive succession appears. Organizations also have to deal with the people that accompany
the departure of the old CIO and the acclamation of the incoming CIO. Grupe, Jooste, and Patel
made the assumption that outgoing CIOs are willing to help their successors thrive in their new
positions. Unfortunately, according to Grupe, Jooste, and Patel, many predecessors do not have
that motivation.
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The outgoing CIO should leave a functioning organization.147 A change in leadership is
often marked by uncertainty and a lack of leadership. The change results in a loss of internal
momentum and can potentially put the organization at a strategic disadvantage.148 Noel Tichy
agrees with Grupe, Jooste, and Patel in that a lack of leadership is important. Tichy said, “There
are two immutable facts about leadership. First, leadership maters. Second, continuity of
leadership matters.”149 It is important not to make rapid changes, but rather to seek stability
throughout the transition. Secondly, the outgoing CIO should tend to unfinished business. If
projects are to be terminated, the outgoing CIO should assume this responsibility and not burden
the incoming CIO with delivering the bad news.150
Should the incoming CIO participate in long-term decision making? Grupe, Jooste, and
Patel suggest, “There is no clear method of determining his preference to be given priority and
reaching key decisions. However, the new CIO should be given the opportunity to comment on
these decisions.”151 The transition seems to execute smoother when staff are kept informed
regarding the details of the transition. In other words, it is best to let everyone feel involved in
the process. Also, it should be the outgoing CIO’s responsibility to solve the tough problems
arising from the transition. It is very difficult for the new CIO to fully understand the cultural
dynamics his or her succession will bring. Lastly, the authors suggest that current leaders need to
be thinking about their successor today no matter how young they are. Organizations seem to
thrive with this type of long-term thinking is at the forefront.
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Grupe, Jooste, and Patel reveal that leadership transition can contain a high level of inter–
personal drama. Additionally, Marshal Goldsmith feels that the emotional dram in corporate
America is not given enough credence within the strategy of appropriating a healthy succession.
Goldsmith said, “From my observation, much of what has been written about CEO succession
has little to do with the personal drama that actually transpires when it is comes time to hand off
the baton of leadership. Academic literature generally ignores the fact that CEOs—and their
successors—are human being.”152
As mentioned earlier, understanding the emotional challenge of a pastoral succession will
lead pastors to think about the way the leadership transition will affect their families and those
close to them. Vanderbloemen and Bird found this to be true when their research revealed the
importance of involving the family (especially the spouse) in the transition process. As
succession relates to the spouse, they said:
When a pastor is retiring, we have found that a whole lot of focus is placed on the retiring
pastor but not enough attention is given to the retiring pastor’s spouse. Traditionally,
especially for women, much of the spouse’s identity is tied to the job and role of being
the pastor's spouse. Leaving that behind is harder for many than they think. Smart
churches foresee this and do all they can to honor the retiring spouse, perhaps even
helping the spouse identify future roles in the community or nonprofits to help direct
energy in a positive, helpful fashion.153
Preparing one’s family for leadership transition is an important element in caring for the
emotional change involved in pastoral succession. Parnell Lovelace and Gary McIntosh add to
the conversation when he suggested a few questions that could benefit pastors who are desiring
to care for their family during their succession. Their questions are: “Is the pastor’s spouse
viewed as the co-pastor? Are there children who are connected to various ministries? Will the
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pastor who is stepping down and his or her family need to leave the congregation and the many
relational connections that have been established?”154 Toler suggests a few other ways outgoing
pastors can prepare their family for succession is to help them deal with their stages of grief.155
Toler said, “Counselors tell us that leaving a church is much like losing a loved one.”156 The
emotional challenges of succession should be taken seriously by all leaders involved.
First Ninety Days
The first ninety days of a newly appointed lead pastor’s ministry is a critical part of a healthy
lead pastor succession. Toler said, “Ninety days. Three months. Thirteen weeks. Not much time.
Yet plenty of time to get in big trouble.”157 Corporations also consider the first ninety days as a
critical time. Watkins interviewed over 1,300 human resource senior leaders and discovered,
“Almost 90 percent agreed that transitions into new roles are the most challenging times in the
professional lives of leaders. Nearly three-quarters agreed that success or failure during the first
few months is a strong predictor of overall success or failure on the job.”158
What should an incoming pastor change during his or her first ninety days? Mullins
encourages incoming pastors to change as few things as possible. Mullins said, “As the
successor, you may have some terrific insights and a vision from God about how to move the
organization forward, but you need to remember that just because you are pregnant with ideas, it
does not mean you should give birth to them tomorrow.”159 After taking over from his successor,
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Dave Stone said, “If I had it to do over again, I would have bent over backwards in that first year
to try to reassure them (the congregation) that everything would be okay.”160 If an incoming
pastor is going to make change, Mullins suggests to link the change with past ministry efforts.161
Linking the change to past efforts will increase the credibility of the change.
Incoming pastors should plan out their first ninety days of introductory sermons.162 Ozier
and Griffith suggested staying away from major vision casting during these introductory
sermons. Ozier and Griffith said, “Incoming pastors are ill-equipped to speak into the hearts of
the congregation in the early days. Both the new pastor and the congregation are getting
acquainted”163 Furthermore, “It is okay during the transition for pastors to gather their best ten to
twelve ‘reruns’ and spend time tweaking them to the proper context.”164 This will allow the
newly appointed pastor more time to build the proper relationships in his or her new position.
Ozier and Griffith suggest for newly appointed pastors to conduct “listening tours.”165
These listening tours are opportunities for the congregants to feel heard and also get to meet the
newly appointed pastor in a more personal setting.

Celebrating the Incoming Leader
Scholars and practitioners agree that a contributing factor to the success of a pastoral transition is
when the outgoing pastor speaks well of the incoming pastor. Russel said, “Look for every
opportunity to not only build up your successor, but also help pave his way. Willingly use the
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respect and authority you have earned over the years to help make the beginning of his tenure a
success. This means that for the good of the organization you make sacrifices you wouldn't
ordinarily make.”166 Donald Bubna references Weirsbe who said, “Get out of the way of your
successor and be an encouragement…Treat him the way you want your predecessor to treat you
when you arrive at your new field.”167
Andrew Flowers encourages pastors to not undervalue what their blessing means to the
incoming leader. Flowers said, “A central part of celebrating the hand off should involve
intentionally giving your successor your blessing. Your blessing is no small thing. It is
immeasurably valuable. It is a gift that only you can give.”168 An outgoing pastor’s blessing and
affirmation for the incoming pastor can help smooth the transition for everyone involved. Chand
and Bronner said, “We must also ensure that we gracefully pass the baton to our successor in a
positive, affirming manner. It’s crucial that we establish the right tone for this change.”169

Financial Preparedness
Financial stability is an important part of a healthy succession. Lovelace and McIntosh said, “It
is a stark reality that many congregations have failed to plan for their pastor’s livelihood beyond
his or her time of active service.”170 As a result, financial preparedness is not the normal case for
most pastors.
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Flowers said, “Planning for the future means having a financial plan that will enable the
church to afford the costs of succession, and it means having a personal financial plan that will
provide for your needs when you leave.”171 According to Vanderbloemen and Bird, “Far too
many pastors face retirement with no way to fund it. This reality can wreck a succession before it
even begins.”172 “Pastors are frequently tempted to hang on to their present position because they
don’t have the means to support themselves or their families.”173
Chand and Bronner agreed with Vanderbloemen and Bird’s assessment when he said,
“Financial security plagues leaders in a variety of organizations. When I (Dr. Chand) talk with
pastors and organizational leaders about succession planning, I’ve learned not to assume that
they have their financial houses in order.”174 It is important for leaders to consider financial
preparedness as an integral factor in the success of a pastoral transition.

Summary
In this chapter, there has been a biblical and theological review of pertinent Bible texts and
characters. This included a study of the beginning and end of scripture, as well as Old and New
Testament succession narratives. There has also been a review of the primary sources of
literature concerning pastoral succession, transition, and change. In the following chapter, the
research methodology and narrative description of the qualitative case study regarding the lead
pastor succession between a mentor and mentee will be offered.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE PROJECT NARRATIVE & FIELD WORK

Introduction
The theological and literature review offered in chapter two provided a framework of pastoral
succession. There are two purposes to this chapter. The first purpose is to introduce the research
methodology and narrative description of the qualitative case study regarding the lead pastor
succession between a mentor and mentee. This approach allows for a thorough investigation into
the intricacies of lead pastor transition and provides a way to develop themes from the data
received in order to better understand this type of leadership transition. The second purpose of
this chapter is to provide a narrative description of the research and results of the research. The
qualitative data that is procured through the interview process will elicit compelling themes for
successful and healthy leadership transition/succession.

Research Question
The primary research question is: Can a strategic plan be developed to assist pastors in the
succession between a mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee? Answering this question
could have a significant effect on pastors and churches for the following reasons: 1) most
literature written on the subject does not create a plan, but rather lays out principles and/or
practices, 2) most literature written on the subject looks at succession as a whole (congregation,
board, et cetera), but does not address how to specifically assist the outgoing and incoming
pastor, 3) The limited amount of literature that does address a plan are not from a qualitative case
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study, but rather from personal experience. As a result, this study would be a unique addition to
the overall conversation of pastoral succession.

Preparation for the Project
Over the past fifteen years in ministry, I have had the opportunity to build relationships with
many leaders, churches, and organizations around the country. As a result of these established
relationships, I was able to select specific pastoral successions that were different from each
other. The objective is to not have the same scenario researched more than once. As a result, the
four church transitions (totaling eight interviews) being researched vary in length of age, location
within the United States, size of congregation, and model of ministry.

Contextual Scope and Limitations
The objective of this project is not to redefine succession or leadership transition. It will not
focus on pastoral succession as a whole, as other articles, dissertations, and publications have
already done so. Instead, this study will be limited to the pastoral succession between a
mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee. The participants of this research project will be the
outgoing and incoming lead pastors within the same local church succession. The criteria for
these churches to be researched are the following:
6. The outgoing and incoming pastors served at the same local church in a
mentorship relationship for a minimum of two years.
7. The succession must be considered successful by both the outgoing and incoming
pastor.
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8. The church must be an autonomous church that has the flexibility to execute a
succession in a way that its local leaders deem to be best.
9. The church must have a minimum of averaging 200 congregants during Sunday
church attendance.
10. The church transition must have been a proactively planned process as opposed to
a reaction due to moral failure, death, or any other unexpected instance.
The leaders who have been carefully selected based on the preceding criteria were invited
to participate in an interview (Appendix A). Once the participants provided consent to participate
in this study, I contacted them to schedule that interview (Appendix B). The meeting occurred in
person or via telephone. The interview was audio recorded. The purpose of the audio recording
was to get an accurate account of the conversation for developing a transcript. This information
has been kept in a secure area to which only the researcher will have access. The survey and
interview questions have been submitted and approved by the Institutional Review Board
(Appendix C).
An interview protocol was created with four open-ended questions that connected directly to
the research question, and served as a spring-board for discussion (Appendix D). The interview
survey questions are:
1. Describe the details in your mentor to mentee pastoral leadership succession?
2. What went well?
3. What did not work well?
4. If you could do it again, what would you change?
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Research Methodology
A qualitative study is the preferred method of research for this project. The best and most
thorough definition of qualitative research is, “A form of social inquiry that tends to adopt a
flexible and data-driven research design, to use relatively unstructured data, to emphasize the
essential role of subjectivity in the research process, to study a small number of naturally
occurring cases in detail, and to use verbal rather than statistical forms of analysis.”1 In
summary, a qualitative study is a contextual, flexible, and relational method of research.
In this study, the basic limitation of qualitative research is the relatively small sampling.
Another limitation is that the data cannot be specifically applied to other contexts. As a result,
the reader must recognize his or her own context and notice the comparisons to the context being
studied.
When it comes to my study on pastoral succession, there are three reasons why
qualitative research is a better method as opposed to quantitative research. First, there are more
quantitative studies on pastoral succession than qualitative. As a result, I want to add to the
overall qualitative research on the topic of pastoral succession. Second, a qualitative study will
better help me produce a strategic plan that will meet the needs of pastors entering a mentor to
mentee pastoral succession because the qualitative study will allow the reader to see the context
of other pastor’s succession narrative. Third, as the researcher, qualitative studies have been the
most impactful to me because qualitative studies gave me a better understanding of context. A
better understanding of contexts gives me an increased confidence to interpret the results
correctly.
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Allow me to provide a practical example of why I believe a qualitative method is best for
this project. If I were to pursue a quantitative study, I would potentially create a survey with a
scale from one to five. I would send the survey out to as many people as possible (hopefully fifty
to 100). Hypothetically speaking, a result would look something like the following: 1) “44
percent of senior leaders feel unprepared for succession, 2) 28 percent of incoming pastors feel
unqualified for the position, and 3) 50 percent of the board felt like they had a good game plan.”
Although this information is helpful to know, I do not feel it is most helpful toward the objective
of understanding healthy succession. I would be thinking, “I know that 44 percent of senior
leaders feel unprepared, but what did they actually do to prepare? What would they do
differently?” As a result, a qualitative study is the preferred choice.
Multiple-Case Study
According to John Creswell and Cheryl Poth, there are different types of case studies that can be
used in qualitative research. There are the single instrumental case study, the multiple case study,
and the intrinsic case study.2 A multiple case study is the chosen evaluation method for this
research. Tim Sensing said, “The case method is a tool often used by Doctor of ministry students
to enable participants in their projects to access the lived experiences of others.”3 In the multiple
case study method, the issue or concern stays the same, but the inquirer selects multiple case
studies to illustrate the issue.4 According to Stanley Leiberson, some researchers argue for the
use of a small group of comparison cases because of the potential to draw otherwise inaccessible
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conclusions.5 My multiple case study has researched four church transitions. By researching
multiple cases, I was able to identify commonalities and contrasting themes.
Laura Krefting provides four areas in which qualitative researchers can increase the
worth of their research: credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability.6 The
credibility of the research was strengthened by using triangulation. Sensing said, “Data
triangulation enhances validity and reliability of the student’s research and is accessible to DMin
students.”7 Transferability was explained by Krefting as “When the findings fit into contexts
outside the study situation that are determined by the degree of similarity or goodness of fit
between the two contexts.”8 Because this research was a multiple case study of different contexts
and variables, it will be more transferable than a singular case study or a multiple case study
from the same context.
“The dependability of the findings relates to how consistent the findings are within the
study.”9 In the case of this research, the interviews were recorded and transcribed. The
transcripts were read over multiple times to ensure the data collected from the audio recording
was accurate.
“A qualitative study is said to have conformability when the truth-value of what the
research claims to find conforms to the truth-value of the subjects and participants.”10 One of the
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ways this was strengthened in this research is the process of allowing the participants to read the
questions weeks in advance of the interview. This allows time for each participant to
thoughtfully and accurately think through his or her answer. Triangulation was also used to
enhance conformability.11

Narrative Description of Project Execution
In this section, I will offer a narrative description of each of the four mentor-to-mentee lead
pastor successions chosen in this study. The names of the pastors and churches represented from
these interviews will remain anonymous. As a result, the four church successions being
researched will be labeled: Church A, Church B, Church C, and Church D. Each narrative
description has been divided into five categories: context, timeline, handoff12, positive results,
and areas of improvement.

Church A
Context
Church A is a large, thirty-year-old church located in Nevada. The average Sunday attendance is
between 2,000-2,500.
The lead pastor (outgoing) was sixty-two when he released the responsibility of lead
pastor to his successor. The church appeared to be well-structured, and exhibited healthy
organizational practices and responsibilities—especially at the top tier of leadership. One of

11

The limitation would be the amount of time allowed to be on each church campus and
experience the normal routines and culture of each organization. This would have helped in the
research, but was not possible due to time and geographic restraints.
12
The handoff is the moment when the authority and responsibility of the outgoing
mentoring lead pastor is transferred to the incoming mentee.
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those practices was to provide a three-month pastoral sabbatical every six years. The reason for
this sabbatical is to help the pastor slow down and take time to discern if he or she still feels
called to the church and the next season of ministry. It was this practice of sabbatical that
heightened the awareness of the senior pastor to the need of starting the conversation of
succession with his family, and with his elder team. When he slowed down enough to consider if
he was called to the next six years, he realized that within that time period, he likely would no
longer be the senior pastor. Another healthy practice was the execution of biannual retreats with
the elder team. During one of these retreats, when the topic of succession arose, the leadership
team already had scheduled times set aside in their calendar to slow down and thoughtfully
approach the subject.
The outgoing senior pastor is a humble man.13 He has a passion to see everyone around
him take next steps and fulfill what God has called them to fulfill. It was that passion that led
him to start a conversation with his successor. The conversation was about the future of the
church and introduced the possibility of transition. No one was guaranteed or promised
anything.
The incoming lead pastor had a teaching background.14 He exhibited a strong ability to
lead. He exhibited a strong ability to lead, and he related well with the exiting pastor.

13

Outgoing pastor of church A, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford, October

14, 2019.
14

Incoming pastor of church A, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford,
November 19th, 2019.
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Timeline
The timeline for the succession was a four-year process. This process was modeled after the four
stages of how Jesus discipled his disciples:
1. I do it, you watch.
2. You help me do it.
3. I will help you do it.
4. You do it, I watch.15
The pastors in Church A used each of these four stages as a four-step process. Each stage
of the process represented each year of the transition. The first year, the mentee watched the
mentor and asked questions. The second year, the mentee helped the mentor by being included in
decisions and top-level meetings. This included his change from youth pastor to a senior staff
position. The third year, the mentee started preaching and leading more. The fourth year was the
final stage of the transition. It should be noted that during the first three stages of the process, it
was not clear the selected mentee would end up taking the position. The fourth stage is when the
transition officially took place. This process provided clarity by giving the elder team
opportunity to test and examine the potential mentee. The process also allowed the potential
mentee to figure out whether this was a position and calling he wanted to pursue.
During this process, it became clear that the current senior pastor did not have a clear job
description. Since he had been there for over 28 years, no one felt the need to clarify all of the
things that were expected of him. He worked with the elder team to clarify his role, and to update
the church’s bylaws. The church was fortunate to have a lawyer on their elder team, who was
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able to make the appropriate changes, upon the elders’ approval. One of the main changes was
moving from a congregational vote to an elder vote.16 While updating the bylaws, they were not
only thinking about the immediate succession before them, they were thinking about the next
few decades of the church, and they updated the language accordingly.
Along with the new job description, the elder team created a compensation package for
the new successor. The elder team considered the proposed successor’s salary package by asking
two questions: 1) What would it take for this individual to move his family across the country?
2) What would it take for this individual to never think about leaving again? These questions
were important because the elder team did not want to take advantage of the mentee’s loyalty to
the local church.
There were four consecutive monthly interviews of the potential successor led by the
elder team before an official offer was made. Each interview had a different focus and objective.
The first interview was focused on the job description and expectations of the role. The second
interview was focused on doctrine and ministry philosophy. The third interview allowed the
potential candidate to ask the elders questions. The fourth interview included the potential
candidates spouse, and was focused on family expectations.

Hand off
During the elder retreat, the elder team unanimously voted to offer the mentee the lead pastor
position, which the mentee accepted. They decided to announce the decision and transition to the
church congregation two months before their next fiscal year-end. The announcement explained

16

The elder vote means the established local elder team would have the authority to make
the decision on the hiring of the new lead pastor. The elder team is made up of senior pastor
appointed staff and lay members of the church.
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the lead pastor transition would occur during the upcoming two years. During the first year, the
successor would be elevated to senior associate pastor. Throughout the year, he learned from his
successor and also participated in a three-month sabbatical. At the beginning of the second year,
the mentee was installed as lead pastor. The original plan was for the mentor and mentee to lead
side-by-side for the final year, but it became clear to the mentor that this plan would bring
confusion to the congregation and staff. As a result, the mentor stepped aside and became the
pastor emeritus. The elder team decided to not take away the title of senior pastor from the
mentor. Instead, they installed the new successor with the title lead pastor allowing the mentor to
always have the senior pastor title. They felt the title would help smooth the transition by not
stripping any respectability away from the outgoing mentor.
The mentor decided to completely step down and remove himself from the congregation
for a year. He led the way on that discussion and made sure that it was his decision because he
did not want the potential awkwardness of being asked to step aside from the elder team or the
newly appointed lead pastor.

Positive Results
The church exhibited internal rhythms and practices that forced the eldership team to talk about
succession over five years ahead of the actual transition. The most significant rhythm was biannual elder retreats. These retreats challenged the elder team to think about the future of the
church and allowed time for a prayerful and proactive succession plan to be created and
executed.
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The senior pastor laid out a four-stage framework at the beginning of the transition that
was helpful. Though the process ended up being adjusted throughout the journey, it allowed
clarity and unity for everyone involved during the process.

Areas of Improvement
The public services of symbolic transition seemed clumsy to the outgoing pastor. It was
unclear as to who was leading it—the new incoming pastor or the outgoing pastor. Both of these
individuals wish they would have clarified those expectations and responsibilities better.
The incoming pastor felt that during the transition, the mission of the church shifted away
from its normal community impact and evangelistic drive to the execution of the succession. He
felt the overall succession could have been talked about within the mission of God and the
church better.
The incoming pastor and outgoing pastor did not want to step on each other's ability to
lead. As a result, the staff was not sure who to look to for leadership. This is why the outgoing
pastor moved the transition timeline ahead of schedule.
The incoming leader assessed himself early with an outside consultation that helped give
him concrete feedback on his leadership personality and received objective recommendations on
how he could lead his staff and congregation better. He also joined a cohort17 of other pastors
who had recently transitioned into the lead pastor position. This helped him tremendously.18

17

According to the incoming pastor, this cohort was a group of pastors who had recently
gone through succession or were about to go through succession.
18
Church A, incoming pastor interview November 19, 2019 via phone call.
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Church B
Context
Church B is a congregation ranging from 300 to 400 people. The exiting lead pastor was the
founding pastor. He is an author and well-known pastoral communicator throughout the country.
The church is located in Florida. The outgoing pastor was the founder of the church.19 He
exhibited a humble and reserved demeanor. The incoming pastor exhibited an extroverted and
lively demeanor.20 It was clear that the personalities were quite different. The outgoing pastor
was in his late 60s, while the incoming pastor was in his mid-thirties. The church is sixteen years
old. The entering lead pastor had been in a subordinate role in a variety of positions throughout
the church for twelve years before the succession occurred. This was not the outgoing pastor’s
first succession, and he noted that his previous successions did not end well. This gave him a
heightened awareness and motivation to make this leadership transition smooth and successful.

Timeline
The exiting pastor began to realize it may be time for succession when he recognized he felt a
passion for the teaching element of ministry, but did not naturally feel a passion for the other
parts of church life. He was well aware the other parts were important to a healthy local church,
and so he knew he needed to make a transition. It also helped that the mentee pastor was starting
to lead more, and was doing a good job at it. The first step the outgoing pastor felt he had to
make was to insure he was financially able to step aside. Secondly, he felt he needed to
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Outgoing pastor of church B, interviewed in person, Longwood, October 17, 2019.
Incoming pastor of church B, interviewed by author in person, Longwood, October 17,
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determine if there was a replacement for his position on his team. This was primarily the
outgoing pastor’s responsibility. Several things happened in the years leading up to this moment
that led the outgoing pastor to have a high amount of trust in the mentee. Once the exiting pastor
talked with the elders and agreed upon moving forward, the exiting pastor came to the mentee
and asked him to pray about being the new senior pastor of their church.
The timeline was scheduled for three years. In the first year, the incoming pastor was
mentored by the lead pastor. They met regularly to discuss different topics that the outgoing
pastor felt were important to the incoming pastor’s success as a lead pastor. These topics were
fluid and informal, but the agenda was primarily created by the mentoring senior pastor. During
this time, the mentee was moved into an executive pastor role. Before the transition began, the
incoming pastor thought the three-year transition would be slow, but he soon realized that the
time went by quickly.
In the second year, the mentoring pastor was convinced that his mentee was ready to
enter into the new role. As a result, he decided to decrease the timeline to a two-year transition,
as opposed to the original plan of three years. The mentor lead pastor brought the change to his
elders, and they all agreed on the expedited timeline. Throughout this transition, the mentoring
lead pastor communicated the process of the transition periodically to the congregation.
A job description was not created for the founding pastor, and the elder team agreed to
not create one for the incoming pastor. After the transition, the outgoing pastor is still on the
board, and attends the church on a regular basis. He strongly affirms the new leader’s decisions,
both privately and publicly.
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Handoff
There was one Sunday service that focused on the incoming pastor receiving the leadership and
authority as the new lead pastor. It was led by the outgoing lead pastor and elder team. About six
weeks later, there was a separate special service honoring the outgoing pastor. It was led by the
incoming pastor and elder team. The consistency and unity of the elder team through the entire
process was an important element to the smoothness of this leadership transition.

Positive Results
The church experienced a key personnel change before the transition, which helped the incoming
leader enter his new role with strength and clarity. The executive pastor, who had served in that
role for over five years resigned from his position. Though all the leaders got along really well,
this executive pastor would not have been a good fit for the incoming leader. This personnel
change freed up finances for the incoming leader to create a team that would work for him.

Areas of improvement
After the transition, the outgoing pastor decided to stay away from the church, and distanced
himself from the incoming leader and the congregation during the first year. During that time, he
rarely came to Sunday services and/or meetings. His desire was to let the new leader have room
to lead. If the mentor and mentee would do it all again, they would have never had the outgoing
leader take that time away. Because of their context and church culture, they felt like the
incoming leader, staff, and congregation would have benefited from the outgoing leader’s
presence, affirmation, and encouragement.
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Church C
Context
Church C is a congregation located in Massachusetts. The founding pastor planted the church in
2005, when he was 44 years old.21 The church is targeting millennials and exhibited ethnic
diversity and spiritual formation.
Because of the successful model of discipleship to a millennial congregation, the founder
was being requested to speak at church conferences across the United States, and to share his
expertise. He found himself speaking and traveling more frequently, and during this process, he
felt God speak to him that it was time for a transition of his lead pastor role. The outgoing pastor
was not retiring, but rather felt God calling him into a different local church. The calling the
outgoing pastor felt caused him to start a succession conversation with his mentee.
The relationship between the mentor and mentee started in a discipleship environment.
The mentor gave the mentee small tasks and responsibilities in the local church. The mentor
noticed something special about the mentee and eventually hired the mentee as the youth pastor.
As time went by, the mentee was handed more responsibility as his leadership grew.

Timeline
There was not a clearly established timeline for the transition. The mentor felt his time as senior
pastor was nearing an end, but was unsure of the exact timing. He conveyed the news to the
board and released himself from being part of the selection process for the new pastor. He hoped
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Outgoing pastor of church C, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford, October
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the board would select the mentor he had been training, and felt that God would work through
the process. The board interviewed the mentee and offered him the lead pastor position. Once the
board made the decision to transition to the new leader, the outgoing leader left the city giving
space for the newly established leader to lead. The outgoing pastor was 50 at the time of the
transition. The incoming pastor was 29.22

Handoff
The handoff occurred during a Sunday morning service. Both the outgoing and incoming pastor
spoke. The congregation celebrated and affirmed the new transition.
Positive results
The relationship with the mentor to mentee is very healthy after the succession. The
church also thrived after the succession. Both of these leaders exhibited a great amount of
humility that multiplied throughout the congregation.
The church had a culture of openness. This helped during the succession. It also provided
a sense of unity among the congregation.
The board did a good job of not be-laboring the process of finding the next leader. It
seemed clear that the mentoee was the person to take over and they moved at a healthy pace that
seemed good for the staff and congregation.

Areas of Improvement
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The outgoing pastor felt he should have stayed engaged in the church for six months longer to
solidify important systems to the overall health of the church before the transition took place.
The discipleship system created by the founder was not transferred well to the new leader. The
system of equipping leaders could have also been improved.
The incoming pastor did not feel as prepared as he had hoped to be. Even more
problematic, on the final Sunday of the transition, the outgoing pastor mentioned the possibility
of a future property for the congregation. That simple comment of vision, as the outgoing pastor
was exiting, did not help the incoming pastor the following Sunday. The incoming pastor
stressed that outgoing pastors should do their best to not cast any future vision during the final
tenure of their leadership.

Church D
Context
Church D is a multi-site congregation located in Arizona. The outgoing pastor grew the church
from an average of 600 people to over 2000 people in weekend attendance. The outgoing pastor
served in the lead pastor position for twenty-three years before he handed it off at the age of
sixty-four. The relationship between the mentor and mentee was healthy and open. They both
adhered to the same ministry philosophy and beliefs. The spouses of both pastors were also
involved in the ministry of the local church.

Timeline
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The mentee started as the youth pastor, and provided strong leadership in the position.23 As the
mentor started to think about his succession, he began to meet with the mentee more frequently.
These meetings involved questions about whether the mentee was open and interested in
becoming the new lead pastor. There was no formal timeline established. The timeline ended up
being roughly four years from the first conversation of succession to the installment of the newly
appointed pastor.
Eventually, the mentor was transitioned out of the youth pastor position into an executive
pastor role.24 This allowed the mentee to strengthen his organizational skills, and to prove
himself to the mentor and board. During this transitional time, every new staff hire was executed
by the mentor and mentee, with the understanding that a succession was in process.
The mentor leveraged his influence to make the proper staff changes to help setup the
mentee for a successful leadership start. The church experienced an increase in average weekend
attendance during and after the transition.
After transitioning the pastoral leadership, the mentor is now traveling and speaking to
other pastors and congregations, but remains a member of the congregation. He also speaks for
the incoming leader periodically, and is an advocate for the future of the church. The mentee still
considers the outgoing pastor as his mentor and reaches out to him occasionally to help with
leadership decisions.

Handoff

23

Incoming pastor of church D, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford,
November 21, 2019.
24
Outgoing pastor of church D, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford,
November 7, 2019
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The handoff from the outgoing pastor to incoming pastor was extremely successful, and
meaningful to all who participated. The ceremony of the leadership transition involved a wellknown guest speaker who was tasked to pray a prophetic prayer over the congregation and newly
appointed leader. It also involved the pastor who served before the mentor. As a result, the
church congregation experienced the leadership of three pastoral generations in one service. The
leadership decided to combine all of the services and sites into one service on that day because
they felt they could not replicate the moment more than once. The single service caused a sense
of unity and momentum.

Positive Results
The mentor and mentee both agreed that the way the mentor was able to wisely make the
appropriate staff changes to help the mentee start his leadership journey successfully was an
incredible help to the church and newly appointed leader. The outgoing pastor told the church
congregants who were unsure about following the incoming leader, “If you love me, then give
the new leader a year.”25 This was very beneficial for the new leader and the congregation
because the outgoing leader felt that most of the congregants who were unsure about following
the incoming leader ended up loving the incoming leader.
The outgoing leader asked the incoming leader if he wanted any organizational changes
to be executed before the incoming leader became lead pastor because the outgoing leader had
more experience, credibility, and influence at the end of his tenure, then the incoming pastor
would have at the beginning of his. This allowed changes to be made from the place the
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established influence found in the outgoing leader as opposed to the untested influence of the
incoming leader.

Areas of improvement
There was nothing specific that either leader felt could be improved. They felt the succession
was successful and would not have made any major changes.

Summary
In this chapter, the research methodology and narrative description of the qualitative case study
regarding the lead pastor succession between a mentor and mentee was provided. In the
following chapter, an analysis of the process will be offered, data that has been gathered will be
analyzed, and a synthesis of the ministry contexts will be executed. This information will assist
me to create a strategic plan to support pastors and churches in the succession between a
mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee. This plan will be triangulated with the insights
gained from the biblical review, literature review, and qualitative case.

CHAPTER FOUR
THE PROJECT EVALUATED
Introduction
In this chapter, an analysis of the research project will be offered, data will be examined, and an
evaluation of the research will be made by looking for common themes that have emerged from
the qualitative case study. The leadership transition within a lead pastor succession is an
important process in the life of the local church community and the leaders who are involved.
Until this last decade, there has been a limited amount of literature written about the subject of
lead pastor succession.1 Over the past few years, there has been an increase in lead pastor
succession literature, but, to the best of my knowledge, there has been minimal literature written
to specifically assist the incoming and outgoing pastor within a mentor to mentee lead pastor
succession, thus the significance of this project.

Data Analysis of the Process
In chapter 3, the research methodology and narrative description of the qualitative case studies
regarding the lead pastor succession between a mentor and mentee were offered. The data was
collected from a total of eight interviews that represented four church successions. Each church
was researched by interviewing both the outgoing and incoming pastor within each selected
church succession. As I reported in chapter three, each interview was transcribed and kept in a
secure location for further analysis. Both interview transcriptions from each church succession
were read and reviewed by me, the researcher, within the same twenty-four-hour period to ensure
clarity and continuity of the information. Each interviewee remained anonymous to protect
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identities. Two interviews were done in person, and the other six were done over the phone. Each
of the four churches was given an identifying letter (Church A, Church B, Church C, and Church
D).
The churches represented ranged from 300 in average weekend attendance to over 2000
in average weekend attendance. Two of the four churches had multiple campuses, while the other
two churches had only one central campus. Two of the four outgoing pastors were published
authors. The church’s geographic positions ranged from the east of the United States to the west
of the United States. None of the churches I interviewed were outside of the continental United
States.
Each church represented in the study was included in this paper. The writing included
five categories: context, timeline, handoff2, positive results, and areas of improvement. The
interviews were conducted over a period of six weeks.

Emerging Themes
As a result of the interviews conducted, and a careful examination of the qualitative data, several
prominent themes emerged.
1. An honoring and humble relationship between the incoming and outgoing pastor can be a
contributing factor to the overall success of the lead pastor succession.
2. The health of the leader, both spiritual and emotional, is integral to a healthy succession.
3. Every outgoing leader interviewed saw himself as a spiritual parent and considered it a
priority to raise up future generations.

2

The handoff is the moment when the authority and responsibility of the outgoing
mentoring lead pastor is transferred to the incoming mentee.
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4. The primary responsibility of the succession narrative falls on the outgoing pastor as
opposed to the incoming pastor.
5. More literature written on the topic of mentor to mentee succession would be beneficial
to the overall success of the mentor to mentee lead pastor succession.
6. Incoming pastors within a mentor to mentee pastoral succession may find the pastoral
succession process to feel long.
7. Financial preparedness is a contributing factor to the well-being of the outgoing pastor’s
decision to succeed his or her position.
8. The outgoing pastor’s positive support for the incoming pastor is a contributing factor to
the success of a mentor to mentee succession.
9. The governing documents are important to update before a pastoral transition.
10. The outgoing pastor’s willingness to depart while the church is healthy and thriving is a
contributing factor to the success of a mentor to mentee succession.
11. The outgoing pastor staying in the church after the leadership transition was considered a
benefiting factor to the success of the lead pastor succession.
Each of the prominent themes that emerged will be defined and explained in the
following sections.

1. Honor and Humility
The first theme that emerged is: An honoring and humble relationship between the incoming and
outgoing pastor can be a contributing factor to the overall success of the lead pastor succession.
Each of the mentoring leaders interviewed felt they could have stayed in their position longer,
but decided it was best for the church’s future that a lead pastor transition be made to a younger
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leader. One of the outgoing pastors said, “I wanted to give my position to a spiritual son in the
prime of his life.”3 The outgoing pastors put the wellbeing of the church ahead of their personal
comfort or agenda. They did not feel they earned the position, and believed it was never their
church to begin with—it was always God’s church. One of the outgoing pastors said, “This is
God’s church.”4 In the transition process, they did not demand any type of financial
compensation or lead the team towards personal gain. They also showed great honor towards the
incoming pastor and never spoke negatively towards leadership decisions made by the newly
appointed leader. One of the outgoing pastors said, “The incoming pastor made a few mistakes. I
wanted to correct him, but the Lord reminded me that I made mistakes when I was young also.”5
Each of the incoming pastors interviewed exhibited humility and honor by allowing the
mentor to set the timeline and agenda of the succession. None of the incoming pastors felt the
baton was something they should demand, but rather something that should be handed to them
willingly. One of the incoming pastors said to the outgoing pastor, “Pastor, this is your church to
give, not my church to take.”6 That same incoming pastor said, “I tried to stay at a position of
honor, respect, and blessing.”7 One of the outgoing pastors applauded the humility of the
incoming pastor when he said, “The incoming pastor never pushed the lead pastor position or
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transition on me. What I felt from him was a humble desire to serve me and the local church.”8
Another outgoing pastor mentioned how he thought honor should work within the relationship of
the incoming and outgoing pastor. He said, “My primary job is to honor and build rapport for
you. Your primary job is to thank me really well.”9
One of the ways the incoming pastors honored the outgoing pastors was by leading their
boards in a process to financially compensate the outgoing pastor at some level. They each felt
this was a way of showing honor to the predecessor. One of the incoming pastors led the church
board to pay the outgoing pastor’s salary for the following five years after the outgoing pastor’s
departure. In the first year, the outgoing pastor was given 100 percent of his previous lead pastor
salary. The second year was 80 percent. Each year went down 20 percent from the previous until
the fifth and final year. This was a way to help the outgoing pastor transition smoothly into
retirement. In this instance, the outgoing pastor also told the board to stop paying him if the
outgoing pastor’s compensation ever became a burden for the church.10 Another incoming pastor
I interviewed led the church board to pay the outgoing pastor’s salary for the first year after his
departure.11 Honor and humility are, not only important to God, but helpful in pastoral
leadership transition.

2. Spiritual and Emotional health
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The second theme that emerged is: The spiritual and emotional health of the leader is integral to
a healthy succession. This is important because succession is emotional.12 One of the incoming
pastors I interviewed mentioned the transition being an emotional struggle for the outgoing
pastor—especially after the transition occurred. The incoming pastor said, “The outgoing pastor
had been the pastor for twenty-three years. The emotions of the transition affected him. As a
result, it affected me.”13 Scazzero found emotional health as being important during succession.14
Scazzero suggests the practice of a weekly Sabbath as an important part of a spiritual leader’s
emotional and spiritual health.15 Interestingly enough, each of the leaders practiced a weekly
Sabbath day of rest and considered it important to their health as Christians and leaders. One of
the incoming leaders said, “For the successor, the hardest challenge I had through the succession
was pacing my heart internally. I had to guard my heart.”16 That same pastor mentioned he went
on a retreat focused on the care of his soul prior to him taking over as lead pastor. He felt the
retreat helped him gain a stronger security in who he was as a leader.17 One of the outgoing
pastors I interviewed considered a sabbatical to be an important practice to his health as a leader.
The point of the sabbatical is to “disengage, reflect, and evaluate your call.”18 In terms of
succession, the same outgoing pastor felt the sabbatical was important because it allowed him to
self-evaluate and decide whether he still felt called to his position of leadership and ministry. As
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a result, that same outgoing pastor felt the incoming pastor’s spiritual and emotional health was
important enough that he sent the incoming pastor away on a retreat to work on his health as a
leader.19
All of the leaders I interviewed indicated they did not want to lead out of a place of burnout or frustration. One of the outgoing pastors I interviewed said, “We experienced numerical
growth and ministry momentum throughout the transition because I was emotionally secure
enough to let the incoming pastor bring changes before the leadership transition officially
happened.”20 Positive results can come from spiritually and emotionally healthy leaders within
the succession narrative.21

3. Outgoing Leaders as Spiritual Parents
The third theme that emerged is: Every outgoing leader I interviewed saw himself as a spiritual
parent and considered it a priority to raise up future generations. One of the incoming pastors I
interviewed mentioned how important spiritual parents are in the succession. He said, “The
fatherlessness of our generation has affected how we view spiritual fathers. This will affect
succession. Because my outgoing pastor was a spiritual father to me, I was able to go to him
during and after the process of succession and ask for help.”22
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The outgoing pastors I interviewed recognized that their role within the body of Christ
was to build up others around them. One of those outgoing pastors said, “I wanted to be able to
walk away and give my position over to a son.”23 This was evident by the way the outgoing
pastors talked about their mentees, and the way they spoke about the church. None of them
indicated that they felt bitter about giving up their lead pastor position, but considered it a
blessing to be a part of God’s grand plan. Each one of them created a culture for raising up the
next generation within their organization. One of the outgoing pastors started letting other
leaders preach from his pulpit early on in his ministry. This helped younger leaders find their
voice and develop their skills.24 As a result, the succession narrative that occurred in each one of
these leadership transitions was the result of a bigger leadership narrative within each local
church that focused on multiplication and raising up future leaders.

4. The outgoing Pastor Is Most Responsible
The fourth theme that emerged is: The primary responsibility of the succession narrative falls on
the outgoing pastor as opposed to the incoming pastor. Vanderbloemen and Bird said, “In the
end, most of the success of a pastoral transition rises and falls on the shoulders of the outgoing
pastor”25 One of the incoming pastors I interviewed said, “The senior leader is disproportionately
responsible for the success of the transition. He is the spiritual and practical leader of the
people.”26
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The outgoing pastor’s responsibility is to set the incoming pastor up for success by
leveraging his influence in leadership to create the right environment for the next generation to
succeed.27 The incoming pastor’s responsibility is to prepare, honor, and receive the baton with
humility. The leadership succession is much more difficult to strategize and plan for the outgoing
pastor than it is for the incoming pastor. As it relates to the outgoing pastor’s primary
responsibility to lead the succession narrative, one of the incoming pastors applauded the
outgoing pastor’s ability to lead well when he said, “The outgoing pastor was a humble leader
who shared leadership. He masterfully and skillfully led this thing. His character created the
context for a healthy succession.”28 That same incoming pastor said, “The outgoing pastor did a
great job of meeting the pace of change that worked for our congregation.”29

5. More Succession Literature Is Needed
The fifth theme that emerged is: More literature written on the topic of mentor to mentee
succession would be beneficial to the overall success of the mentor to mentee lead pastor
succession. Most of the outgoing and incoming leaders I interviewed did not feel there was
ample enough literature to resource them in the succession. One of the incoming pastors I
interviewed said, “We tried to look for books and the only thing we could find was a book by
Tom Mullins. But the challenge we found was Mullin’s book articulated a succession between a
biological son and his father. The other book was by Vanderbloemen. Mullins was a biological
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succession. Vanderbloemen was from the perspective of a consultant.”30 As he was preparing for
his succession, one of the outgoing pastors I interviewed said, “I didn’t have any books at that
time.”31 Another incoming pastor said, “At the time of my transition, there was almost no
literature available.”32 Literature on succession will be an important addition to better help
Christian leaders prepare for the next few decades ahead.

6. The Transition Can Feel Long
The sixth theme that emerged is: The incoming pastors within a mentor to mentee pastoral
succession may find the pastoral succession process to feel long and slow. As I interviewed the
incoming pastors, I noticed from their vocal tone and verbiage that they felt the transition process
felt longer than they expected. One of the incoming pastors told me, “There were days and times
where the succession felt long and slow.”33 From this incoming pastor’s perspective, he found
the long transition to be especially difficult for the staff involved. He said, “Our staff really took
it on the chin with a lot of ambiguity and waiting. They did not know who to get vision and
direction from and I didn’t want to step on the outgoing pastor’s toes.”34
One of the outgoing pastors said to his incoming pastor, “This transition is going to seem
long to you. You will start to get vision and direction that you will want to run with, but we need
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to take this step by step.”35 That same outgoing pastor decided to move up the timeline of the
lead pastor transition because he knew the incoming leader was eager and ready to start.36 A lead
pastor succession can feel long for the incoming pastor.

7. Finances
The seventh theme that emerged is: Financial preparedness is a contributing factor to the wellbeing of the outgoing pastor’s decision to succeed his or her position. One of the outgoing
pastors described the importance of financial preparedness when he said, “Early on in the
process I had to make sure I could financially survive.”37 Vanderbloemen and Bird agree that
financial preparedness is important when they said, “Far too many pastors face retirement with
no way to fund it. This reality can wreck a succession before it even begins.”38 One of the
incoming pastors said, “The outgoing pastor was prepared financially for his next season. That
preparation happened way before the conversation of succession and set it up for success.”39 As
it relates to financial and personal preparedness, one of the outgoing pastors I interviewed said,
“A faithful shepherd prepares for tomorrow.”40 That same outgoing pastor said, “I never wanted
to stay because I need the money. I don’t want to stay because I don’t have retirement. I want to
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be able to hand the baton to a leader that is in his prime of ministry.”41 Financial preparedness is
an integral part of a healthy lead pastor succession.

8. The Outgoing Pastor’s Support Is Important
The eighth theme that emerged is: The outgoing pastor’s positive support for the incoming pastor
is a contributing factor to the success of a mentor to mentee succession. All of the outgoing
pastors I interviewed spoke positively about the newly appointed leader, both publicly and
privately. Each incoming pastor I interviewed expressed gratitude for the affirmation and
encouragement they received from the outgoing pastor. One of the incoming pastors I
interviewed mentioned the importance of the outgoing pastor’s support. He said, “The outgoing
pastor was very visible and vocal in his support for the incoming pastor during the first year after
the succession. He shouted ‘amen’ from the front row.”42 Another one of the incoming pastors
said, “After the leadership transition, the outgoing pastor encouraged me often. The
encouragement was gold.”43 One of the outgoing pastors said, “I was very supportive of the
incoming pastor and when people would call me and complain about specific things he did, I
would gently and kindly push them back to him. I spoke well of him to everybody.”44
Russel and Bucher spoke to the importance of supporting the incoming pastor when they
said, “Look for every opportunity to not only build up your successor, but also help pave his
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way. Willingly use the respect and authority you have earned over the years to help make the
beginning of his tenure a success. This means that for the good of the organization you make
sacrifices you wouldn't ordinarily make, you need to do so.”45 Weirsbe said, “Get out of the way
of your successor and be an encouragement. Treat him the way you want your predecessor to
treat you when you arrive at your new field.”46 Barnabas chose to speak well of and encouraged
Paul.47 Supporting the incoming pastor is a primary action required from the outgoing pastor
during a lead pastor succession.

9. Update the Governing Documents
The ninth theme that emerged is: The governing documents are important to update before a
pastoral transition.48 Three of the four outgoing pastors I interviewed had established bylaws
before entering the succession. The other church did not have established bylaws, and the
conversation of pastoral succession caused the church governing leaders to quickly create
them.49 The incoming pastor of this church transition mentioned he wished they would have
established the bylaws earlier before any conversations of succession occurred because he felt
the guidelines and stipulations within the bylaws had not been practically worked out before the
lead pastor transition. As a result, the incoming pastor made some early changes to bylaws that
better fit the direction the governing leaders were taking the church.50
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All three churches that had bylaws prior to the succession felt a compelling need to tweak
them in order to prepare for the leadership change. The most common area that needed updating
was how the newly appointed pastor was to be chosen and/or appointed.51 Lovelace and
McIntosh said, “Review the church Constitution and bylaws regarding the Pastoral selection
process and facilitate any adjustments prior to beginning the candidacy phase.”52 Two out of the
four churches I interviewed changed from a congregational vote to an elder/board vote.53 Those
two churches felt the congregational vote did not fit their context and wanted to make the
change. One of the outgoing pastors asked his board early on before the succession process, “Are
our bylaws in the kind of shape we want them to be? Are these the bylaws we want to govern our
church into the future?”54 The governing documents are important to update before a pastoral
transition.

10. Transition Before You Have To
The tenth theme that emerged is: The outgoing pastor’s willingness to depart while the church is
healthy and thriving is a contributing factor to the success of a mentor to mentee succession.
Each of the outgoing pastors I interviewed mentioned they could have stayed longer in the lead
pastor position, but chose not to. One of the outgoing pastors said, “One of my philosophies, as it
relates to ministry, is that I did not want to be in the pulpit with a walker. I wanted to be able to
walk away and hand it to a young leader in his or her prime. So many of these guys wait until
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they are eighty to pass the baton and have no spiritual sons because the young leader got tired of
waiting.”55
Of the interviews I conducted, the outgoing pastors left their position before the
congregation expected them to. One of the incoming pastors found this to be helpful to the
success of the transition. He said, “The outgoing pastor believed in the health of the church over
his own comfort.”56 One of the outgoing pastors said, “I was not tired. I was not burnt out. I was
not wounded. I was not dying as a leader, but it was time to move towards a succession. It was
painful for me to initiate the succession, but I had the conviction that this was the right thing to
do. Just like planting the church was right, handing the church off was right.” 57 The outgoing
pastor’s willingness to depart while the church is healthy and thriving is important to a lead
pastor succession.

11. Stay Around If You can
The eleventh theme that emerged is: The outgoing pastor staying in the church after the
leadership transition was considered a beneficial factor to the success of the lead pastor
succession. Three of the four outgoing pastors I interviewed stayed in the church at various
levels of leadership after the transition. The incoming pastors of those churches found the
outgoing pastor staying in the church as a great benefit. One of the incoming pastors told his
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outgoing pastor, “I don’t want to pastor this church if you leave.”58 Another incoming pastor
commented about the benefit of his outgoing pastor staying around when he said, “Having the
outgoing pastor still here. Having him around not only helped me but also helped be a buffer to
the congregants who were unsure about staying under my leadership.”59 The only incoming
pastor that experienced the departure of the outgoing pastor after the succession said, “I missed
having the outgoing pastor around. Him leaving was a big loss in my life. I did not miss him
because of his tactical expertise, even though he was good at that, I missed him as an encourager
in my life.”60 The Barna Group also found the outgoing pastor sticking around as a benefiting
factor. Their study found, “Having the outgoing pastor stay in the church as an associate pastor
or attendee is a top factor that leads to a more successful transition.”61

Summary
In this chapter, an analysis of the research project was offered, data was examined, and an
evaluation of the research was made by looking for common themes that have emerged from the
qualitative case study concerning mentor to mentee lead pastor succession.
This research will be a unique addition to the overall conversation of succession because
it will focus on personally assisting the incoming and outgoing pastor as opposed to assisting the
church as a whole. I hope this research will help the incoming and outgoing pastor within this
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type of succession by providing clear practical insight that will help him or her navigate a
positive succession personally and corporately.

CHAPTER FIVE
THE PROJECT CONCLUSIONS

Introduction
The leadership transition between a mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee is no easy task
to accomplish. This project has investigated this critical leadership transition. In this chapter, a
brief overview of the project will be offered, the strategic plan will be highlighted, lessons
learned will be given, project strengths and limitations will be articulated, and considerations for
further study will be provided.

Project Overview
My doctoral journey started with one primary research question: Can a strategic plan be
developed that can assist pastors in the succession between a mentoring lead pastor and his or her
mentee? My research question led to the triangulation of combining qualitative interviews of
incoming and outgoing pastors who walked through a mentor to mentee lead pastor succession.
The triangulation also included an examination of primary sources on the topic of pastoral
succession. Lastly, the triangulation involved a theological review of pastoral succession and
leadership transition within the narrative of scripture. The findings from the research produced a
seven-step strategic plan to assist the outgoing pastor and incoming pastor in the succession
between a mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee.

Strategic plan
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The complete seven-step strategic plan to assist the outgoing pastor and incoming pastor in the
succession between a mentoring lead pastor and his or her mentee can be found in appendix K
and appendix L. A brief overview of the steps will be mentioned below.

The steps for the outgoing pastor are the following:

Steps One: Make sure you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
The outgoing pastor should focus on his or her internal world because if the outgoing pastor and
his or her family are unhealthy emotionally and/or spiritually, the pastoral succession will
experience unneeded challenges. Conversely, if the outgoing pastor and his or her family are
healthy emotionally and spiritually, they will be better positioned to humbly and skillfully follow
Jesus, and the leading of the Holy Spirit through a rewarding and exciting pastoral succession.

Step Two: Prepare for your future financially and missionally
Financial stability is an important part of a healthy succession. Even though all of the outgoing
pastors I interviewed considered themselves financially prepared for succession, financial
preparedness is not the normal case for most pastors. According to Vanderbloemen and Bird,
“Far too many pastors face retirement with no way to fund it. This reality can wreck a succession
before it even begins.”1 They go on to say, “Pastors are frequently tempted to hang on to their
present position because they don’t have the means to support themselves or their families.”2
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As important as it is to be financially prepared for transition, it is integral to also be
prepared missionaly. I chose to use missionally3 as opposed to vocationally because vocation
implies a job, while mission implies a calling. Outgoing pastors should ask themselves, what is
God calling me to do in my next season? It is important for outgoing pastors to recognize God's
divine activity and direction as they enter into a lead pastor transition.4 The understanding of
God's divine activity and direction will allow outgoing pastors to recognize this is not the end of
God’s plan for them, but rather the dawn of a new season.

Step Three: Ensure your organization is structured and prepared for the lead pastor succession.
Outgoing pastors should start by looking at their governing documents and see if any updates
need to be made or what language needs to be clarified. Most church guiding documents are
commonly called bylaws. After the governing documents have been updated, the systems and
structures should be assessed and aligned in a way that will move the organization towards a
smooth transition. Outgoing pastors should start their assessment by identifying key stakeholders
and/or staff members that may not fit in their current position after the transition. This should
include an update of an organizational chart and a review of each important organizational
system within the church. If possible, it would be beneficial to hire an outside consultant or
coach to help with the organizational structure.5

Step Four: Test and select your potential successor.
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In order to successfully test and select the potential successor, the outgoing pastor should ensure
three things. First, proper time should be taken to make sure the outgoing pastor is confident his
or her mentee is the correct leader to move forward within the succession narrative.6 Second, the
governing leaders should feel confident in the selection of the successor.7 Third, the successor
must agree to moving forward within the succession narrative.8 During this time of identification
and testing, the outgoing pastor should collaborate with the governing leaders to formulate a
written job description.

Step Five: Develop, execute, and communicate a plan of leadership transition.
The outgoing pastor should lead the governing leaders to determine, execute, and communicate
the timeline of transition. The timeline may vary. Some of the factors may be: 1) readiness of
outgoing pastor to move on, 2) readiness of incoming pastor to step into the role, 3) whether the
outgoing pastor plans to stay in the local church or move out of the community entirely, and 4)
whether the church is in the middle of a campaign (raising funds, finishing a building project, or
purchasing new property)—to name a few. According to the interviews, a three-year transition
was optimal for a mentor to mentee succession.

Step Six: Pass the baton.9

6

Outgoing pastor of church B, interviewed in person, Longwood, October 17, 2019.
Outgoing pastor of church A, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford, October
14, 2019.
8
Incoming pastor of church A, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford, November
19, 2019.
9
Passing the baton is the moment when the authority and responsibility of the outgoing
mentoring lead pastor is transferred to the incoming mentee.
7
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To pass the baton is similar to when Elijah passed his mantle of leadership and anointing to his
successor, Elisha. Passing the baton should include the following: 1) A transition ceremony date
is scheduled and communicated at least six months in advance. 2) The liturgy of the leadership
transition ceremony has been determined. 3) A separate ceremony to honor the outgoing pastor
should be scheduled and planned by the incoming pastor.

Step Seven: Champion the new leader and vision
Now that the mantle of leadership has been handed to the incoming pastor, the outgoing pastor’s
role should shift within the congregation from leader to cheerleader.10 Weirsbe said, “Get out of
the way of your successor and be an encouragement …. Treat him the way you want your
predecessor to treat you when you arrive at your new field.”11

The steps for the incoming pastor are the following:

Step One: Ensure that you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
When incoming pastors look into the future and quickly realize they will be given someone
else’s responsibility, they will experience a wide array of emotions. Ozier and Griffith said, “The
core character of the new pastor will be tested quickly.”12 All of the incoming pastors I
interviewed found this test of transition to be more challenging than expected. It was challenging

10

Outgoing pastor of church D, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford,
November 7, 2019.
11
Bubna, “How to Build a Healthy Farewell,” 22.
12
Ozier and Griffith, The Changeover Zone, 89.
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emotionally, spiritually, and relationally.13 The emotional and spiritual challenges that comes
with a lead pastor succession is why incoming pastors need to ensure that spiritual and emotional
health is a priority.

Step Two: Begin to contextualize your church culture and the community you are called to reach.
The incoming pastor should utilize this step to gain a better understanding of the church
congregation and the community God is calling his or her church to reach.14 The more that
incoming pastors understand the culture they will soon be leading, the more prepared they will
feel as a leader. Incoming pastors can ask, where do I see God’s activity at work? What type of
leaders has God put in this congregation? What does God seem to be showing favor for?

Step Three: Build a coaching relationship with an experienced pastor who is outside of your
congregational context.
A coach is important because there will be times during the transition when the incoming pastor
will feel alone and overwhelmed. “Many ministry leaders serving in churches find themselves
overwhelmed by the challenging task of leading and ministering in a congregation. Every leader
needs someone in his or her life who serves as a coach.”15 Thomas, Wood, and Brown offered
three expectations you should look for in a coach. “First, a coach should provide feedback,
correction, and guidance for pending decisions. Second, a coach should provide council,

13

2019.

14

Incoming pastor of church B, interviewed by author in person, Longwood, October 17,

Incoming pastor of church D, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford,
November 21, 2019.
15
Scott Thomas, Tom Wood, and Steve Brown, Gospel Coach: Shepherding Leaders to
Glorify God (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2012), 29.
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admonishment, and encouragement for challenges. Third, a coach should provide steps of action
and strategies for following God's calling.”16

Step Four: Build intentional relationships with three specific categories of people: your
congregational stakeholders, local community pastors, and local community leaders.
As the leadership transition plan has been communicated, and it is clear to the congregation that
the incoming pastor is the chosen successor, it is important for the incoming pastor to focus on
growing his or her influence the year before the incoming pastor becomes the lead pastor. It is
preferred that this step takes place during the final year before the transition. (See appendix F)

Step Five: Look for creative ways to honor everyone and everything you can.
The incoming pastors should strategically show honor towards their mentor, their mentor’s
family, and the congregation. The first focus of honor should be their mentor. Isaac Newton said,
“If I have seen farther than others, it is because I was standing on the shoulders of giants.”17 Paul
reminded us that our mentor deserves double honor.18 The second focus of honor should be
toward their mentor’s family. Vanderbloemen and Bird said:
When a pastor is retiring, we have found that a whole lot of focus is placed on the retiring
pastor but not enough attention is given to the retiring pastor’s spouse. Traditionally,
especially for women, much of the spouse’s identity is tied to the job and role of being
the pastor's spouse. Leaving that behind is harder for many than they think. Smart
churches foresee this and do all they can to honor the retiring spouse, perhaps even
helping the spouse identify future roles in the community or nonprofits to help direct
energy in a positive, helpful fashion.19

16

Ibid., 38.
H. Newton, The Correspondence of Isaac Newton (Cambridge: Cambridge University
PRess, 2008), 416.
18
1 Timothy 5:17
19
Vanderbloemen and Bird, Next, 174.
17
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The third focus of honor should be toward the congregation. All of the incoming pastors I
interviewed mentioned the importance of honoring the people within the congregation.

Step Six: Prepare a plan for your first ninety days as the newly appointed lead pastor.
This three-month window as the newly appointed lead pastor is important. Toler said, “Ninety
days. Three months. Thirteen weeks. Not much time. Yet plenty of time to get in big trouble.”20
As a result, incoming pastors will want to do everything they can to start well in their new role as
lead pastor. Though none of the incoming pastors interviewed provided a documented plan for
the first ninety days, they did mention a few activities they focused on at the start of their new
position as lead pastor. First, they honored the past. Second, they shared their heart. Third, they
implemented change slowly.

Step Seven: Receive the baton with gratitude and positive contagious energy.
All of the incoming pastors interviewed expressed a large amount of gratitude towards their
predecessor. They felt like their mentors were a large reason why they grew in spiritual
formation and leadership. Within a healthy mentor-to-mentee succession narrative, gratitude
should be a natural byproduct of long-term relationship.
Along with gratitude, incoming pastors should receive their baton with positive
contagious energy. Gordon said, “As a leader, the energy you put into your team and culture
determines the quality of it. Great cultures in teams are built with positive, contagious energy, so

20

Toler, Stan Toler’s Practical Guide To Ministry Transition, 168.
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it’s essential that you share those types of feelings.”21 All of the incoming pastors interviewed
mentioned their excitement and positive energy towards the future of the congregation. Incoming
pastors should enjoy the process of the succession and give themselves permission to get excited
for the future.

Lessons Learned
There were several lessons learned during this dissertation project. The first lesson learned was
how valuable open-ended interview questions were to the quality of this research. Most
qualitative research experts suggest the researcher use open-ended questions within the interview
process.22 Sensing explained there are great opportunities found within the usage of open-ended
questions when he said, “When using open-ended questions in an interview, the interviewer is
free to pursue new topics or explore in more detail a vague subject.”23 I agree with Sensing in
that I was able to see perspectives of succession found in the qualitative study that may not have
been found in a quantitative study. From those details, eleven themes emerged from the study.
The second lesson learned in this project is found in the difficulty of leadership transition.
Scripture, literature, and qualitative data all reveal that leadership transition is more difficult than
leaders expected. Leaders find transition to be more challenging emotionally, spiritually,
financially, and relationally. Since pastoral succession is one of the harder leadership transitions
that occur in the body of Christ, any leaders that study pastoral succession will gain insight that
will help them in any leadership transition occurring inside or outside of the church.

21

Jon Gordon, The Power of Positive Leadership: How and Why Positive Leaders
Transform Teams and Organization and Change the World (Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2017), 22.
22
Sensing, Qualitative Research, 86.
23
Ibid., 110.
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The third lesson learned from this project is found in God’s sovereignty. Throughout the
scriptures, all of the notable leadership transitions involved one or both of God’s leaders
exhibiting the activity of trusting in God’s timing for transition. Trusting God’s timing comes
from the understanding that godly succession is something that must be initiated and orchestrated
by God as opposed to man. The qualitative data found in this research also discovered that when
leaders trusted in God’s timing, positive outcomes emerged.
The fourth lesson learned from this project is found in the importance of personal
Finances. The genesis of my research focused on leadership qualities, change management, and
best practices. I assumed leaders were financially prepared and did not realize how important
personal finances were to a favorable succession narrative. I quickly discovered that poor
personal financial preparation is one of the top reasons why pastors do not transition well.24 As I
studied the personal finances of outgoing pastors in more detail, I was surprised by the number
of outgoing pastors who were not financially prepared beyond their current ministry position and
compensation. This is why the personal preparation of finances became a critical step in the
strategic plan offered to assist the outgoing pastors entering into lead pastor succession.

Project Strengths
There were several significant strengths from this project. The multiple case study method was
the first significant strength to the research design. “The evidence from multiple cases is often
considered more compelling, and the overall study is therefore regarded as being more robust.”25
The triangulation from the data allowed there to be a confidence to the research analysis. The

24

Vanderbloemen and Bird, Next, 45.
Trudie Aberdeen, Review of Case Study Research: Design and Methods, 4th ed. by
R.K. Yin, The Canadian Journal of Action Research 14, no. 1 (2013): 53.
25
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information that resulted from the interviews allowed for the creation of a compelling strategic
plan to assist the outgoing pastor and incoming pastor in the succession between a mentoring
lead pastor and his or her mentee.
The second strength in this study was found in the interview process. I followed the
instructions of Billiet and Loosveldt, and read the interview questions exactly the way they were
worded in order to allow comparison from one case study to the next.26 All of the interviewees
were glad for the opportunity to be a part of this study. They were given the questions in advance
and came to the interview prepared to offer experienced insight from their perspective.
The third strength in this study was found in the differences of interviewees. I felt there
was a good amount of difference between each context I chose to study. No churches I studied
were in the same geographical state. No church leaders I interviewed led the same
congregational size. No church leaders I interviewed were in the same denominational affiliation.
This is important because I wanted to find themes and practices that will work in a wide
variation of contexts and situations.

Project Limitations
There were several limitations found in this project. The first limitation I found in this project
involved the limited data sampling. In this project, I was only able to execute eight qualitative
interviews. Although these interviews produced beneficial insight, a larger number of interviews
would have possibly added to the foundation of information already gathered. This is particularly
important because I used the findings from my qualitative case study to help produce a strategic

26

Jacques Billiet and Geert Loosveldt, “Improvement of the Quality of Responses to
Factual Survey Questions by Interviewer Training,” Public Opinion Quarterly 52, no. 2
(Summer 1988): 193, https://doi.org/10.1086/269094.
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plan to assist the outgoing pastor and incoming pastor in the lead pastor succession between a
mentor to mentee. Though the transferability is high, there is always room for improvement with
more data sampling. As a result, the number of interviews was a natural limitation.
The second limitation I found in this project involved the size of congregations I
interviewed. While I worked diligently to find churches that varied in congregation size, church
structure, and geography within the United States, I still was not able to include every size
congregation. The smallest size church I interviewed averaged over 200 people in weekly
attendance. The largest church I interviewed was not bigger than 5,000 people in weekly
attendance. As a result, any church leader who leads a church averaging under 200 or over 5,000
people in weekly attendance will not be able to fully relate to the context of the interviews within
this research project.
The third limitation would be that all the interviewees I interviewed were the same
Caucasian ethnicity. The interviewees were also male. As a result, this project was not able to
discover qualitative data from multiple ethnicities nor from a female perspective. The
involvement of women and other ethnicities could be included in further research. It would be
interesting to see what type of responses would come from the following pastoral successions:
male mentor to female mentee, female mentor to male mentee, English speaking mentor to
Spanish speaking mentee, etc.
The fourth limitation is found in the ministry relationships I used to acquire interviewees.
Though I worked diligently to find leaders from different geographic locations, ministry
backgrounds, and church sizes, I was limited to the relationships and suggestions of the people I
knew. Even though I have had the privilege to meet many different leaders from all across the
country, most of the leaders I questioned for potential research candidates were of similar
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ministry philosophy and style. It would be interesting to see future researchers use my same
questions and methodology to study leaders from their unique ministry philosophies, countries,
dialects, and/or denominations.

Considerations for the Future
A number of suggestions can be used for further study. First, the current study could be
expanded to include more data sampling. This would potentially provide greater insight and
depth to the strategic plan. The researcher could ask the same questions, or it would not be the
same study. This larger data sampling could also examine how mentor to mentee lead pastor
succession works within different denominations and ecclesiological structures.
Second, a study could be done that researches best practices for incoming pastors. Most
of the research that is produced on the topic of succession is focused on the outgoing pastor and
not the incoming pastor. This became apparent from my interviews. Though I knew of a few
resources that could help incoming pastors, all of the pastors I interviewed were unaware any
resource existed.
Third, it would be beneficial to execute research that follows up with the outgoing and
incoming pastors 3-5 years after the transition was completed. A researcher could rate the longterm success of the leadership transition, the health of the leaders involved, the growth/decline in
the congregation, and the discovery of any new learnings.
Fourth, a study could be done that researches mentor to mentee lead pastor successions
that were deemed unsuccessful. This is important because my research project only looked at
successful transitions. To my knowledge, there has not been a study done on failed mentor to
mentee successions.
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Fifth, a study could be executed that focuses on how succession effects the spouse and
family members involved. Most research on pastoral succession focuses on the pastors involved
in the succession, but falls to include the spouse and family members. This proposed study could
turn into a manual to help spouses and family members navigate their part in a pastoral
succession.

Concluding Remarks
It has been a joy for me to study the topic of pastoral succession academically, theologically, but
most important, prayerfully. This doctoral project has taken me on a spiritual journey. Although
there are hurdles that have to be overcome in order to finish a project of this magnitude, I found
those hurdles to be nothing in comparison to the rewards I have experienced deep in my heart.
Throughout this project, I have developed a deeper love for the body of Christ at large. I have
found an ever-expanding awe of God and His love for humanity. I have developed a heart to see
Christian leaders finish well. I have also grown in my love for my own local church—especially
my lead pastor.
My prayer is that successful pastoral transitions become the normal practice within the
church and through these successions the kingdom of God will be expanded all over the earth.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Consent Form Request Email
Dear Pastor ___________,
Thank you for being willing to take part in my qualitative research concerning the topic of lead
Pastor Succession between a mentor and mentee. Attached is the consent form I am requesting
you to fill out and email or fax it back to me at gawolf@seu.edu. Please call me on my cell at
_______________. If you have any questions or concerns. Once I receive your signed form, I
will reach out to you for the official interview. It will be no longer than an hour of your time.
Thanks again and talk to you soon!
Glen Wolf
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Appendix B: Interviewee Consent Form
Informed Consent Form
TITLE OF STUDY
A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR A MENTOR TO MENTEE PASTORAL SUCCESSION
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Ken Archer PHD
Southeastern University
1000 Longfellow Boulevard
Lakeland, FL 33801
kjarcher@seu.edu
STUDENT INVESTIGATOR
Glen Wolf
gawolf@seu.edu
South Eastern IRB: irb@seu.edu
PURPOSE OF STUDY
You are being asked to take part in a research study. Before you decide to participate in this
study, it is important that you understand why the research is being done and what it will
involve. Please read the following information carefully. Please ask the researcher if there is
anything that is not clear or if you need more information.
The purpose of this study is to explore the best practices of pastoral succession between a mentor
and mentee and develop a strategic plan for a mentor to mentee pastoral successions.
STUDY PROCEDURES
Once you give consent to participating in this study, I will contact you to schedule an interview.
The interview may be conducted in person, via Skype, Facetime, or telephone. The interview
will be audio-recorded and I will be taking notes. The purpose of the audio recording is to get an
accurate account of our conversation for developing a transcript. This information will be kept in
a secure area to which only I have access.
The following is the average amount of time that you will dedicate to this research process:
Interview – 30 - 45 minutes
RISKS
Because of the sensitive nature of this study, you may experience discomfort, anxiety and/or
distress. You may also experience inconvenience, as your participation will require
approximately thirty to forty-five minutes to complete the interview.
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You may decline to answer any or all questions and you may terminate your involvement at any
time if you choose.
BENEFITS
There will be no direct benefit to you for your participation in this study. However, I hope that
the information obtained from this study may add to the body of knowledge about pastoral
succession.
CONFIDENTIALITY
For the purposes of this research study, your comments will be made anonymous. Your context
is extremely important to the quality of the end product in this research. No part of this interview
will be made public without your documented consent.
Participant data will be kept confidential except in cases where the researcher is legally obligated
to report specific incidents. These incidents include, but may not be limited to, incidents of abuse
and/or suicide risk.
CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have questions about this study, first contact the doctoral student investigator, Mr. Glen
Wolf at gawolf@seu.edu . If you are willing to participate in the study, please return this signed
document to Mr. Wolf at gawolf@seu.edu. You will be contacted by Mr. Wolf to arrange a date
and time for interviews.
If you have further questions at any time about this study, or you experience adverse effects as
the result of participating in this study, you may contact Dr. Kenneth Archer, the Responsible
Principal Investigator, via email at kjarcher@seu.edu.
VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You should decide whether or not to take part in
this study. If you decide to take part in this study, you will be asked to sign a consent form. After
you sign the consent form, you are still free to withdraw at any time and without giving a reason.
Withdrawing from this study will not affect the relationship you have, if any, with the
researcher. If you withdraw from the study before data collection is completed, your data will be
destroyed.
CONSENT
I have read and I understand the provided information and have had the opportunity to ask
questions. I understand that my participation is voluntary and that I am free to withdraw at any
time, without giving a reason and without cost. I understand that I will be given a copy of this
consent form.
I certify that I am at 18 years of age or older and voluntarily agree to take part in this study.
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Name: _________________________________

Date: ____________________
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Appendix C: IRB Approval
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Appendix D: Interview Form
Interview Form
TITLE OF STUDY
A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR A MENTOR TO MENTEE PASTORAL SUCCESSION
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR
Ken Archer PHD
Southeastern University
1000 Longfellow Boulevard
Lakeland, FL 33801
kjarcher@seu.edu
STUDENT INVESTIGATOR
Glen Wolf
gawolf@seu.edu
Duration
30-45 minutes
Time of interview ________________
Date of interview ________________
Terms defined:
•

Succession - the process and order in which one person transitions his or her
position and authority to another.

•

Lead pastor succession - the process and order in which one lead pastor
transitions his or her position and authority to another.

•

Mentor - the outgoing pastor who has maintained a mentorship relationship with
the incoming pastor within the same local church for two years or longer.

•

Mentee- the incoming pastor who has maintained a mentorship relationship with
the outgoing pastor within the same local church for two years or longer in a
subordinate role.
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•

Mentoring relationship- a relationship of at least two years in length in which the
mentee has served under the mentor in a direct relationship where it is clear the
mentee submits to the mentor for direction and spiritual leadership.

•

Mentor to Mentee lead pastor succession- the process and order in which the
mentoring lead pastor transitions his or her position to the mentee.

Interview Questions:
•
•
•
•
Notes:

Tell me what happened in your mentor to mentee pastoral leadership succession?
What went well?
What didn’t work well?
If you could do it again, what would you change?
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Appendix E: 3 Year suggested transition Timeline
Year

Mentor (Outgoing Pastor) focus

Pretransition

•
•
•
•

Year 1

•

•
•

Year 2

•
•

•

Mentee (Incoming Pastor)
focus

Ensure you are spiritually and
emotionally healthy.
Ensure you are prepared financially
and missionally.
Structure your church towards
succession.
Create a job description for yourself.

Execute your normal leadership
responsibilities and bring your mentee
into intentional conversations.
Schedule a monthly meeting with your
mentee to discuss the transition.
Communicate the succession plan to
your staff and key leaders.

•

Analyze the lead pastor
position and ask questions.

Allow the mentee to help you with your
responsibilities.
Make a list of every leadership activity
you perform and simply schedule a time.
for your mentor to learn each activity.1
Schedule a weekly meeting with your
mentor to discuss your role.

•
•

Help your mentor.
Focus on areas you need to
grow in.
Figure out your plan to
replace your current
position.
Partake in a sabbatical— if
you are able.

•

•

•

End of
Year 2

•

Officially communicate the succession
plan to the church.

Year 3

•

Give your mentee an increasing amount
of leadership responsibilities.
Build the relationship between the
mentee and key stakeholders (givers and
leaders).
Build the relationship between the
mentee and community leaders.
Secure your next season in life.
Include mentee in all vision and hiring
decisions.

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•

•

1

Chand and Bronner, Planning Your Succession, 62.

Succeed your current staff
position to someone else.
Assess culture.
Build a coaching
relationship with someone
outside of your
congregation.
Build relationships with key
stakeholders and
community leaders.
Prepare for your first 90
days.
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End of
year 3

•

Ensure that staff and key leaders are
positioned on the team in a way that is
beneficial for the new leader.

•

Plan how you will honor
your predecessor within
your first 90 days.

•
•

Plan the ceremony.
Pass the lead pastor Baton.

•

Finalize your first 90 days
of sermons.
Receive the lead pastor
baton.

•

Year 4

•
•
•

Champion the new vision.
Enter your new role.
Be a resource for the newly appointed
leader.

•

Continue the legacy of your
mentor in your own unique
way.
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Appendix F: Pastor to pastor debrief checklist:
Pastoral oversight
– Names of shut-ins
– Names of terminally ill
– Names of bereaved in last twelve months
– Patterns of pastoral care
– Unusual expectations of senior pastor job
– Who is angry at the church or pastor?
– Who are important allies?
– Who has broken trust?
– Who has an agenda?
– Who will keep confidences?
– Who is sexually aggressive?
– Who is in danger of burnout?
– Who is underused?
– Who are the five most influential persons in the church?
Administration
– Role of governing leaders
– Meeting cycles
– Financial trends and issues
– Facility issues and policies
– Keys and access issues
– List Missionaries and projects the church supports
– Prepare all files (bylaws, annual reports, copies of budgets, etc.)
Personnel
1. Staff structure
2. Job descriptions
3. Evaluation process
4. Training and coaching
5. Confidentiality
6. Agree about your successor’s future relationship with the congregation
1. Adapted from Elephant in the boardroom2

2

Weese and Crabtree, The Elephant in the Boardroom, 153–54.
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Appendix G: Personal Assessment Resources
•

Five-fold ministry assessment3

•

John Maxwell leadership assessment4

•

DISC assessment5

•

Enneagram assessment6

•

Strengths finders7

•

Spiritual health assessment8

3

“What Is APEST?”
John Maxwell, “The Maxwell Leadership Assessment,” The John Maxwell Company.
Accessed March 4, 2020, https://assessments.johnmaxwell.com/.
5
“Become A Partner.”
6
“The Enneagram Institute.”
7
Rath, StrengthsFinder 2.0. New York: Gallup Press, 2007.
8
“Spiritual Health Assessment and Spiritual Health Planner.”
4
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Appendix H: 18 Month Suggested Transition Timeline
Year

Mentor (Outgoing Pastor) focus

Pretransition

•
•
•
•

0-6 months

•

•
•

6-12 months

•
•

•

Mentee (Incoming Pastor)
focus

Ensure you are spiritually and
emotionally healthy.
Ensure you are prepared financially
and missionally.
Structure your church towards
succession.
Create a job description for yourself.

Execute your normal leadership
responsibilities and bring your mentee
into intentional conversations.
Schedule a monthly meeting with your
mentee to discuss the transition.
Communicate the succession plan to
your staff and key leaders.

•

Analyze the lead pastor
position and ask questions.

Allow the mentee to help you with your
responsibilities.
Make a list of every leadership activity
you perform and simply schedule a time
for your mentor to learn each activity.9
Schedule a weekly meeting with your
mentor to discuss your role.

•
•

Help your mentor.
Focus on areas you need to
grow in.
Figure out your plan to
replace your current
position.
Partake in a sabbatical—if
you are able.

•

•

•

End of
1year

•

Officially communicate the succession
plan to the church.

12-18
months

•

Give your mentee an increasing amount
of leadership responsibilities.
Build the relationship between the
mentee and key stakeholders (givers and
leaders).
Build the relationship between the
mentee and community leaders.
Secure your next season in life.
Include mentee in all vision and hiring
decisions.

•

•
•
•

9

Chand and Bronner, Planning Your Succession, 62.

•
•
•

•

Succeed your current staff
position to someone else.
Assess culture.
Build a coaching
relationship with someone
outside of your
congregation.
Build relationships with
key stakeholders and
community leaders.
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•

End of 18
months

•
•

Ensure that staff and key leaders are
positioned on the team in a way that is
beneficial for the new leader.

•

Plan the ceremony.
Pass the lead pastor Baton.

•

•

•

18 month &
beyond

•
•
•

Champion the new vision.
Enter your new role.
Be a resource for the newly appointed
leader.

•

Prepare for your first 90
days.
Plan how you will honor
your predecessor within
your first 90 days.
Finalize your first 90 days
of sermons.
Receive the lead pastor
baton.
Continue the legacy of your
mentor in your own unique
way.
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Appendix I: Succession Ceremony Order of Service Suggestion:
Corporate Worship (20 Minutes)
Receiving of Tithes and Offering (5 minutes)
Explanation of succession process (led by Outgoing pastor)
1. Teach for a few minutes on discerning God’s will
2. Share your heart and how you came to this decision
3. Share how the succession has come to this moment
Outgoing pastor invites governing leaders, incoming pastor and his or her family to the stage.
One of the governing leaders say,
“Ecclesiastes 3:1 says, ‘There is a time for everything, and a season for every activity under the
heavens.’ We have come to that time to formally commission (incoming pastor’s name) to be our
new lead pastor. We do so after months of discernment and careful examination. (Incoming
pastor’s name) accepted the offer to be our lead pastor on (Give the date). As our church has
grown in their trust of (incoming pastor’s name) as their future leader and (incoming pastor’s
name) has grown in his expanded role, it is now time to complete this process.”
Prayer of blessing over the newly appointed incoming pastor (5 minutes)
Incoming pastor shares his or her heart (10 minutes)
Dismiss service for refreshments and post-service celebration
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Appendix J: Honoring Predecessor Ceremony Order of Service
Opening memory video explaining the day (5 minutes)
Worship (20 minutes)
1. Choose songs the predecessor loves
Offering (5 minutes)
Ceremony Sermon (Newly appointed lead pastor)
2. Play pre-edited video of pastors the predecessor looks up to
3. Successor shares a 15-minute message about the impact the predecessor has made on
the life of the church
4. Governing leaders invite predecessor and family (if applicable) on stage
5. Give the predecessor a pre-determined financial gift
Prayer of blessing over the predecessor and his or her new season of ministry.
Note: Allow for a time of fellowship after the ceremony. Let the predecessor have a location and
a photo booth set up with a professional photographer. This will allow the congregation to greet
him or her and say a proper goodbye to this season of ministry.
Note: Think of something creative and tangible the congregation can write on that the
predecessor could keep as a memory.
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Appendix K: Strategic Plan to Assist Outgoing Pastor
Strategic Plan to Assist Outgoing Pastor
I had the opportunity to perform an exhaustive study on the topic of pastoral succession—
examining dozens of books, articles, peer-reviewed journals, and dissertations. I have also been
able to do a qualitative case study of four churches in the United States, where successful
transition has taken place in the lead pastor position between a mentor and mentee. Combining
my literature review and qualitative study, I would like to present a strategic seven-step plan that
will assist you (the outgoing pastor) as you move through a mentor to mentee lead pastor
succession narrative. Though your context and culture are unique, these deliberate and
intentional steps may help you navigate the complexities of your mentor to mentee lead pastor
succession.
The seven steps are:
• Make sure you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
• Prepare for your future financially and missionally.
• Ensure your organization is structured and prepared for the lead pastor succession.
• Test and select your potential successor.
• Develop, execute, and communicate a plan of leadership transition.
• Pass the baton.
• Champion the new leader and vision.
I pray that as you read and apply these steps, God will take you on a leadership journey that
will be a rewarding experience for you, and a glorifying experience for God. Just like any
journey, you need to move forward step by step.
1: Make sure you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
As you embark on transitioning your leadership position to a next generation leader, your
successor, you must understand the difficulties this type of transition brings. Three of the four
outgoing lead pastors that participated in my research self-disclosed that their succession
experience was the most difficult leadership challenge they had ever encountered. It was more
emotionally, financially, and spiritually draining than they had anticipated. Literature also
supports that succession is beyond logical—it is extremely emotional.10 That is why the first step
you should take is to make sure you, and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally
healthy.

10

Bridges and Bridges, Managing Transitions, 5.
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There may be a part of you that will naturally want to approach the complexity of this
type of leadership transition by focusing on the external (developing the plan, solving the
problems, and collaborating with the right people).11 I want to encourage you to first deal with
your internal world. Pete Scazzero, explaining why leaders avoid the internal side of their lives,
said,
Most leaders search out books on leadership to discover new tools, ideas, or skills. We
are charged with the task of knowing what to do next, knowing why it is important, and
then bringing the necessary resources to bear to make it happen. Yet the first and most
difficult task we face as leaders is to lead ourselves. Why? Because it requires
confronting parts of who we are that we prefer to neglect, forget, or deny.12
As a result, if you and/or your family are unhealthy emotionally and/or spiritually, your
succession will experience unneeded challenges. Conversely, if you and/or your family are
healthy emotionally and spiritually, you will be better positioned to humbly and skillfully follow
Jesus, and the leading of the Holy Spirit through a rewarding and exciting pastoral succession.
This is best understood from the motif of a spiritual journey.
Barton said, “At the heart of spiritual leadership and spiritual journey is
discernment.”13 These four activities will ensure spiritual and emotional
You should ask
health as you embark on this journey: 1) Spending time daily with Jesus
yourself tough
and the Spirit through the practice of silence, solitude, prayer and bible
questions about your
study; 2) Practicing a weekly Sabbath rest; 3) Partake in a sabbatical (6walk with God, unmet
12 weeks off), if you are able; and 4) Offer the proper amount of time
expectations, and
for your friends and family, if you have one, to process your potential
future endeavors.
transition.
The first activity that will support spiritual and emotional health
is to spend time daily with Jesus and the Holy Spirit through the
practice of silence, solitude, prayer, and Bible study. If taken seriously,
these practices can help guard you from feeling spiritually and
emotionally empty.14 All of the outgoing pastors I interviewed found each of these practices to
be essential throughout their leadership transition. During these practices, you should assess your
attitude and spiritual fervor. One of the outgoing pastors interviewed made a decision that he

11

Larry C. Spears, Insights on Leadership: Service, Stewardship, Spirit, and ServantLeadership (New York: Wiley, 1997), 202.
12
Scazzero, The Emotionally Healthy Leader, 51.
13
Ruth Haley Barton, Leighton Ford, and Gary A. Haugen, Strengthening the Soul of
Your Leadership: Seeking God in the Crucible of Ministry (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity
Press, 2018), 192.
14
Wayne Cordeiro and Bob Buford, Leading on Empty: Refilling Your Tank and
Renewing Your Passion (Bloomington, MN: Bethany House Publishers, 2010). 38.
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would never lead out of fear.15 He wanted to approach this transition in a place of faith. You
should ask yourself tough questions about your walk with God, unmet expectations, and future
endeavors.16
It is important during this step to pay attention to God’s voice and direction. Barton said,
“If spiritual leadership is anything, it is the capacity to see the bush burning in the middle of our
own life and having enough sense to turn aside, take off her shoes and pay attention!”17 Moses
did not find the burning bush while surrounded by a city full of people, but rather in moments of
solitude. Each of the outgoing pastors I interviewed mentioned times of hearing from God as a
place of confirmation and conviction that the leadership transition they were embarking on was
the right time and the Lord’s plan. The transformation God wants to do in you and the leadership
transition God wants to bring about through you will best be accomplished when you slow down
enough to hear His divine directive to you.18
The second activity is to practice a weekly Sabbath rest. Pete Scazzero said, “A Biblical
Sabbath is a 24-hour block of time in which we stopped work, enjoy rest, practice the light, and
contemplate God.”19 Scazzero went on to explain why many people avoid Sabbath: “We are
afraid of what we might find inside of us.”20 All of the eight pastors I interviewed practiced a
weekly Sabbath and considered it an important factor in the success of their succession. Each
interviewee conveyed a strong sense of emotional health and ability to process and handle the
challenges of the succession.21
A weekly Sabbath is important for three primary reasons. First, it honors God.22 Second,
it allows you to rest and recharge.23 Third, in terms of succession, it forces you to have a job
expectation that is achievable by the future leader that will replace you.24
The third activity is to partake in a sabbatical—if you are able. Choosing to move on
from being the primary pastor of a local congregation should not be taken lightly. It should be
given the proper time to evaluate all the complexities and possibilities this type of transition may
reveal. This is why a sabbatical is a good activity to participate in. All of the eight leaders I
interviewed wanted to partake in a sabbatical, but only five of them were able. The five that
experienced a sabbatical found it extremely helpful to thinking more clearly about what is most
important in their life and ministry, and hearing from God for future direction.
15

Outgoing pastor of church C, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford, October

23, 2019.
16

Creps and Kimball, Off-Road Disciplines, xv–xvi.
Barton, Ford, and Haugen, Strengthening the Soul of Your Leadership, 64.
18
Mark 1:35.
19
Scazzero, The Emotionally Healthy Leader, 144.
20
Ibid., 150.
21
Mark 2:28.
22
Exodus 20:8.
23
Cordeiro and Buford, Leading on Empty, 183–202.
24
Outgoing pastor of church A, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford, October
14, 2019.
17
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If you are able, you should engage in a sabbatical as early as possible within your
succession narrative so as not to interfere with your transition timetable. One of the outgoing
pastors I interviewed created a sabbatical policy that allowed every pastor on staff to take a
sabbatical every six years.25 It was during this pastor’s scheduled sabbatical that God spoke to
him about his succession. He felt this time was integral to his health as a leader and it provided
him clarity for the transition.
There are many ways you can formulate your activities and expectations for your
sabbatical. Meyer said, “I had four rules for my sabbatical: 1) Be restfully present to God and my
family; 2) No work, or communication about work at all; 3) Continuing if possible to meet with
and enjoy my friends from work (this was tough for some); 4) Finding and being part of another
expression or tradition in the Body of Christ.”26 Meyer’s rules can be a good starting point for
you.
The fourth activity is to offer the proper amount of time for your friends and family (if
applicable) to process your potential transition. This succession journey that you are embarking
on does not just involve you, but also your family and your close friends. You need to lead the
way in conversation with them early on in the process to ensure they have the proper time to
emotionally process the transition that is approaching.27 This is especially important for your
spouse (if applicable).28 The Barna Group said, “I would strongly encourage them not to forget
the spouse of the person who is leaving.”29 You will need to determine how this change will
impact your family. The earlier you tell them about the possibility of transition, the better they
can process the change and walk through the transition successfully.30

25

Outgoing pastor of church A, interviewed by author over the phone, Sanford, October

14, 2019.
26

Keith Meyer, “Stopping Lessons: Ministry from a Life of Sabbatical Rest,” Journal of
Spiritual Formation & Soul Care 1, no. 2 (2008): 229.
27
Incoming pastor of church B, interviewed by author in person, Longwood, October 17
2019.
28
Vanderbloemen and Bird, Next, 174.
29
Barna Group, Leadership Transitions, 28.
30
Mullins, Passing the Leadership Baton, 54–56.
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One of the outgoing pastors I interviewed had a spouse that was very involved in the
ministry of the church.31 The transition was difficult for her. Another outgoing pastor I
interviewed had a spouse that was not heavily involved.32 The transition was easier for her. The
more involved the spouse is, the more difficult the transition will be. You need to consider it a
priority to lead your family in this process. Engage in weekly times alone with each of your
family members to help them process the transition. Explain to your board, staff, and
congregation that honoring your family is a way of honoring you.
Questions to ponder:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

How am I doing emotionally? How do I know?
How am I doing spiritually? How do I know?
Is there any part of this leadership transition that scares me? Why?
Is there any part of this leadership transition that excites me? Why?
Do I have any unresolved issues in my life?
Is there anyone I need to forgive?
How is my relationship with God? How do I know?
How could this type of transition impact my family? Are there any practices I can put in place to
keep my family a priority? (If applicable)
What would the perfect Sabbath day look like?
Is there anything stopping me from partaking in a sabbatical? What would the ideal sabbatical look
like?

9.
10.

The important part of this step is to ensure that you and your family (if applicable) are
spiritually and emotionally prepared for your succession. In the next step, you will need to
prepare for your future financially and missionally.
2. Prepare for your future financially and missionally.
The second step you should take is to prepare for your future financially and missionally.
Financial stability is an important part of a healthy succession. All of the outgoing pastors I
interviewed considered themselves financially prepared for succession. Financial preparedness is
not the normal case for most pastors. According to Vanderbloemen and Bird, “Far too many
pastors face retirement with no way to fund it. This reality can wreck a succession before it even
begins.”33 “Pastors are frequently tempted to hang on to their present position because they don’t
have the means to support themselves or their families.”34
A good place to start to prepare for your future financially is to speak to a financial
advisor. Most advisors will initially speak to you at no cost. They can offer insight and walk you
31
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through your financial goals and challenges. The second activity you can take is to get rid of
unnecessary debt.35 The third activity you can take is to have an open conversation with your
board about any possibility of ongoing compensation for you in your retirement. One of the
outgoing pastors I interviewed talked with his board and they decided to give him a stipend for
the first five years of his retirement.36 The last activity you can take is to secure your plan for a
different job— if needed. Two of the outgoing pastor’s I interviewed secured a different job prior
to the lead pastor succession.
As important as it is to be financially prepared for transition, it is integral to also be
prepared missionaly. I chose to use missionally as opposed to vocationally because vocation
implies a job, while mission implies a calling. Ask yourself, what is God calling me to do in my
next season? It is important for you to recognize God's divine activity and direction as you enter
into this type of transition.37 All of the outgoing pastors I interviewed exhibited a humble
recognition that God's mission is bigger than their leadership epoch. They also elevated God's
mission ahead of their personal preference or agenda. Each of them felt they had the leadership
capacity to continue leading the church, but felt it was best for the church community that a new
leader be established. They recognized God's activity in the midst of the transition.
The understanding of God's divine activity and direction will allow you to recognize this
is not the end of God’s plan for you, but rather the dawn of a new season. In this time of
transition, you should humbly and prayerfully ask God to show you his unique and special will
for you and your family. Amy Hanson said, “Pastors need to be encouraged and given the
opportunity to explore other interests that may lead to future ministry endeavors, even while they
are still in their current role.”38 You can explore God’s missional calling for your future by the
following: spending time in prayer, talking with other pastors who are going through a
succession or have gone through succession, thinking about endeavors you may have never
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embarked on yet, or reaching out to contacts you have made over the years who represent
something you always wish you had time for.
The important thing you need to know about step two is that you are financially prepared
Questions to Ponder:
1. Are my finances in order so I can freely go when and where God calls me?
2. What is my plan to get rid of unnecessary debt?
3. What are my financial goals?
4. What are my passions? What is God calling me to do in this next chapter of my life?
5. How can I make the most impact in this new chapter I am entering?
6. Are there unique activities I can do in my season of life that others can’t?
7. Have I had an open conversation with my church governing leaders about possible
compensation post my succession?
and feel called to your next season of life. In step three, you will ensure your organization is
structured and prepared for a lead pastor succession.
3. Ensure your organization is structured and prepared for the lead pastor succession.
The third step you should take is to ensure your organization is structured and prepared for the
lead pastor succession. According to Mullins, this is the appropriate time to tell the governing
leaders about your desire to begin the process of moving towards a succession.39 If you have a
close relationship with your governing leaders, it is fine if they may already know this is a
possibility.
Start by looking at your governing documents and see if any updates need to be made or
what language needs to be clarified. Most church guiding documents are commonly called
bylaws. Three of the four churches I interviewed had established bylaws before entering the
succession. The other church did not have established bylaws, and the conversation of pastoral
succession caused the church governing leaders to quickly create them.40 The incoming pastor of
this church transition mentioned he wished they would have established the bylaws earlier,
before any conversations of succession occurred because he felt the guidelines and stipulations
within the bylaws had not been practically worked out before the lead pastor transition. As a
result, the incoming pastor made some early changes to bylaws that better fit the direction the
governing leaders were taking the church.41
All three of the churches that had bylaws prior to the succession felt the need to tweak
them in order to prepare for the leadership change. The most common area to update is how the
39
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newly appointed pastor will be chosen and appointed.42 Lovelace said, “Review the Church
Constitution and Bylaws regarding the Pastoral selection process and facilitate any adjustments
prior to beginning the candidacy phase.”43 You will need to determine, according to your
context, what would make for the smoothest transition. Half of the churches I interviewed
changed from a congregational vote to an elder/board vote.44 They felt the congregational vote
did not fit their context and wanted to make the change. It is recommended to stay congruent to
how other decisions within your church are made. For instance, if you are primarily a
congregation led church where the lead pastor needs a congregational vote for major decisions,
then it may be best to stay within a congregational vote format for the selection and ratification
of the lead pastor transition.
After you have informed your board and updated your governing documents, you need to
assess your structure and systems to ensure they are aligned in a way that will move the
organization towards a smooth transition. Weese and Crabtree said, “What is critical to good
strategic thinking is the ability to build on strengths, shore up (or accept) weaknesses, capitalize
on opportunities, and neutralize threats in the environment.”45 All of the churches I interviewed
mentioned this time of assessment as being beneficial to the success of the transition. It is an
important time because you want to do everything you can to transition a healthy church to your
successor. Giving a healthy and vibrant church to the incoming pastor will be an integral part of
your legacy.
You should start your assessment by identifying key stakeholders and/or staff members
that may not fit in their current position after the transition. One of the outgoing pastors I
interviewed assessed his church and recognized a few staff members that he felt would not
perform well under the new leader. He believed it was his responsibility to make those staff
changes, and did not want the incoming pastor to start his new leadership position with the
possibility of unfavorable change. As a result, he executed those staff changes before the
transition happened.46
It is also beneficial to look at your current responsibilities and ask, can the future
successor fulfill the current expectations our organization has for me? If you do not think your
successor could handle your expectations, then you need to begin to think through how you will
update your structure and systems to help the incoming pastor succeed. For example, one of the
outgoing pastors I interviewed recognized the potential incoming pastor was administratively
strong. As a result, the outgoing pastor re-structured the top-level leadership staff to better
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facilitate the incoming leader’s gifts.47 Another outgoing lead pastor recognized the potential
incoming pastor may not have been as financially astute as him. As a result, he restructured the
staff in order to provide strength for the potential incoming pastor’s weakness.48 During this time
you should execute an updated organizational chart that will work for the incoming pastor.
You should also assess your church systems. One of the outgoing pastors interviewed
mentioned that he wished he would have stayed another 6-8 months in order to shore up a few of
the systems he had recently created.49 Most of the systems can be assessed by other people on
your team and church. The most important system you want to get right is your financial
system.50 You do not want to leave that functioning poorly or with a lack of clarity.
If possible, it would be beneficial to hire an outside consultant or coach to help with your
organizational structure.51 The consultant would offer insight, not only to your structure or
systems, but to the succession from start to finish. They could also help the governing leaders
honor you appropriately. Mullins said, “A coach (consultant) will be able to ask the tough
questions and where possible, help secure financial compensation for the time you’ve
invested.”52 When looking for a consultant or coach, you should start within your ministry
relationships, by asking your ministry friends, denomination, and/or network of churches.
Interestingly, none of the churches I interviewed took advantage of using an outside consultant,
but all of them mentioned it would have been a good practice for their transitions.
Questions to Ponder:
1. What is the best way to tell my governing leaders about my desire for succession?
2. Is there anything that needs to change in our Bi-laws (guiding documents) to help the
future of the Church?
3. How is our church doing? Is it healthy? Why or why not?
4. Are there strengths in our church to build on? Are there weaknesses to shore up? Are
there opportunities to capitalize on? Are there threats to neutralize?
5. Can the future successor fulfill the current expectations our organization has for me?
6. Are there any key stakeholders and/or staff members that may not fit in their current
position after the transition? How do I plan to make those changes?
7. Is there a consultant within my ministry relationships that our church trusts and can
afford?
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To sum up Step 3: 1) Inform your governing leaders about your desire for succession. 2)
Update your governing documents in a way that will best facilitate a successful leadership
transition. 3) Assess your structure and systems and ensure they are aligned in a way that will
move the organization towards a smooth transition. 4) Hire a trusted outside consultant—if you
are able. In step 4, you will test and select your potential successor.
4. Test and select your potential successor.
The fourth step is to test and select your potential successor. All of the outgoing pastors I
interviewed mentioned a period of time in which they identified, watched and tested their
successor. The focus of this step is to ensure three things. First, you have taken the time to make
sure you are confident your mentee is the correct leader to move forward within the succession
narrative.53 Second, your governing leaders must agree on the selection of your successor.54
Third, your successor must agree to moving forward within the succession narrative.55
One of the benefits of a mentor-to-mentee relationship is that you have had the
opportunity to watch your mentee lead from a close proximity.56 This can also be a challenge
because it can be easy to assume your mentee is the correct person to be your successor. As a
result, it is important for you to take the time and appropriately test your potential successor.
The governing leaders should be a part of the testing and selecting process. Half of the
outgoing pastors I interviewed asked their governing leaders to lay out specific tasks they wanted
to see the successor accomplish as a way to test the potential successor prior to selection. This
exercise was found to be unifying and clarifying. The practice of testing forced the governing
leaders to identify the most important qualities and characteristics needed for the position.
Although each local church I interviewed varied in the way they tested the incoming pastors,
there were five fundamental testing questions that were discovered from the qualitative data:
1. Does the potential incoming pastor love our congregation and community?
2. Does he or she align theologically with the church?
3. Does he or she align in ministry philosophy with the church?
4. Can he or she grow something?
5. Can he or she raise money?
A variation of methods can be used within the testing process. One of the outgoing
pastors I interviewed promoted the potential candidate to be the executive pastor, which placed
him over the rest of the organization.57 This allowed the outgoing pastor to see if the potential
53
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candidate had the capacity to handle a larger leadership load. Another of the outgoing pastors
interviewed increased the speaking opportunities for the incoming pastor.58 Another outgoing
pastor I interviewed brought the incoming pastor into elder meetings, and allowed him to
participate in the discussions and decisions.59
During this time of identification and testing, you should collaborate with your governing
leaders to formulate a written job description. You want to be clear about what the successor will
do, and what skills the successor needs to have. Ozier and Griffith suggested eight great skills to
look for in your successor:
1.
Relational intentionality,
2.
The ability to learn existing church culture and respond appropriately,
3.
A passionate communicator,
4.
The ability to develop and apply systems,
5.
The willingness and ability to raise money,
6.
Effectiveness in vision casting,
7.
The ability to identify and respond to the needs of the mission field, and
8.
Adept at change management with patience.60
Along with a written job description, you should guide your governing leaders to agree
on acceptable compensation for the incoming leader, based on several factors that will be
outlined. Because of the close relationship, one of the outgoing pastors I interviewed informally
brought his potential candidate into the conversation of job expectations and compensation.61 He
wanted to make sure the potential expectations put on the incoming pastor were manageable. He
also wanted to make sure the incoming pastor would not struggle financially. As it pertains to the
decision of compensation, one of the outgoing pastors I interviewed expressed how his board did
not want to take advantage of the fact that the incoming pastor was already committed to the
church and community. They decided to treat his compensation as if they were hiring them from
out-of-town.62
The elder team considered the proposed successor’s salary package by asking two
questions: First, what would it take for this individual to move his family across the country?
Second, what would it take for this individual to never think about leaving again? These
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questions were important because the elder team did not want to take advantage of the mentee’s
loyalty to the local church.63
Once you and your governing leaders have agreed upon who the successor should be,
what the successor will do, and what the compensation will be, you should guide your governing
leaders to officially select the successor. This should include an interview process—even if at
this point, you feel sure of the potential candidate. One outgoing pastor was not sure of the need
for a formalized interview, but found it unifying for the board and the incoming pastor.64
Another outgoing pastor discussed a four-meeting interview process he found extremely
helpful.65 These meetings were between the incoming pastor and the governing board, and were
executed over four consecutive months, with each interview having a different focus and
objective. The first month was focused on the job description and expectations of the role. The
second month was focused on doctrine and ministry philosophy. The third month allowed the
potential candidate to ask the governing board questions. The fourth month included the spouse,
and was focused on family expectations.
The interview process should conclude with an agreement from all parties to move
forward in the transition. You want to make sure your agreement is not promising the lead pastor
that transition will take place, but rather agree to move forward in the succession narrative
knowing that things can change (health, finances, church growth/decline, etc.). Three out of the
four outgoing pastors interviewed mentioned the agreement between the incoming pastor and
governing leaders was not written and documented, but was relational. You will need to decide
what works best for your context. It is also important during this time for your mentee to feel
open to ask you and your governing leaders any question about the job and the future.
Questions to Ponder:
1. What is my plan to test and identify my successor?
2. How do I know if he or she is ready?
3. What are the characteristics of the ideal successor?
4. Have we created a job description for our potential candidate?
5. Have we agreed on a compensation offer for our potential candidate?
6. What is our interview process?
7. Has the potential incoming pastor agreed to potentially succeeding my role?
To sum up Step four, you should ensure the following: 1) You have taken the time to
make sure you are confident your mentee is the correct leader to move forward within the
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succession narrative. 2) Your governing leaders have agreed upon the job description,
compensation, and selection of your successor. 3) Your successor has agreed to move forward
within the succession narrative. Step five will help you develop, execute, and communicate a
plan of leadership transition.
5. Develop, execute, and communicate a plan of leadership transition.
Once the successor has been identified and selected, the fifth step is to develop, execute, and
communicate a plan of leadership transition. You should start by determining your timeline of
transition. Russel and Bucher said, “Two years of mentoring and transitioning seems an adequate
amount of time.”66 The average timeline for the churches I interviewed was three years. The
timeline may vary depending on your specific context. Some of the factors may be: 1) readiness
of outgoing pastor to move on, 2) readiness of incoming pastor to step into the role, 3) whether
the outgoing pastor plans to stay in the local church or move out of the community entirely, and
4) whether the church is in the middle of a campaign (raising funds,
finishing a building project, or purchasing new property)—to name a
few. According to my interviews, a three-year transition was optimal for
“Having the
outgoing pastor stay
a mentor to mentee succession.
in the church as an
You should start this step by creating a transition team. Your
associate pastor or
governing documents may determine what this looks like. If you are
attendee is a top
working with a consultant, he or she will offer insight as to the
factor that leads to a
expectation of this team. This team will be responsible for the
more successful
61
development, articulation, and execution of the transition plan.67 The
transition.”
governing leaders were used as the transition team in 100 percent of the
churches I interviewed. If you choose to use your current governing
leaders, make the appropriate plans to allow enough time for the
necessary meetings that will produce an effective plan. There should be
an established goal for this team as well as clarity of expectations and responsibilities.
All of the churches I interviewed had a transition plan that overlapped leadership
responsibilities.68 Though this type of overlap does not work for all contexts, the Barna Group
said, “Having the outgoing pastor stay in the church as an associate pastor or attendee is a top
factor that leads to a more successful transition.”69 One of the outgoing pastors used a four-step
model of transition that he discovered from studying how Jesus handed leadership
responsibilities to those around him. The timeline was a four-year process. This process was
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modeled around the following four stages of how Jesus discipled his disciples: 1) “I do it, you
watch.” 2) “You help me do it.” 3) “I will help you do it.” 4) “You do it, I watch.”70
Each stage of the process represented each year of the transition. The first year, the
mentee watched the mentor and asked questions. The second year, the mentee helped the mentor
by being included in decisions and top-level meetings. This included his change from youth
pastor to a senior staff position. The third year, the mentee started preaching and leading more.
The fourth year was the final stage of the transition. It should be noted that during the first three
stages of the process, it was not clear the selected mentee would end up taking the position. The
fourth stage is when the transition officially took place. This process provided clarity by giving
the elder team opportunity to test and examine the potential mentee. The process also allowed the
potential mentee to figure out whether this was a position and calling he wanted to pursue.71
The plan of transition should also include a strategy of communication. The Barna Group
said, “Strong communication covers a multitude of sins.”72 They describe four pillars of
communication: “Those four pillars are the congregation’s desire for transparency, the desire for
the church to control the flow of communication, the outgoing pastor’s communication, and the
incoming pastor’s communication. Trying to balance the four is not simple—in fact, it is quite
complex.”73 The Barna Group offered a few helpful tips. The first tip is to guide the narrative.
Say exactly what you want to say as perfectly as possible. You can do this by avoiding verbal
announcements, and instead utilizing email or video. The second tip is to get on the same page
by having the proper parties vet the language and tone of the announcement. The third tip is to
create and stick to your timeline of communication.74 You do not want to keep your congregants
in the dark.
When it comes to discerning the priority of what to communicate, Ozier and Griffith
suggested that congregants ask six anxiety-driven questions: “1) Why is our pastor leaving?
2)What is happening? 3) How will it happen? 4) What will the next pastor be like? 5) What will
happen to my church? 6) What does it mean for me and my family?”75 Your plan needs to utilize
your church’s natural forms of communication (weekly emails, newsletters, videos, social media,
etc.) to answer of these questions with clarity and optimism.
Your plan should also include a strategy to lead key stakeholders towards following the
incoming pastor. One of the outgoing pastors I interviewed was intentional about spending time
leading key stakeholders (strong financial givers and influential leaders) to follow the incoming
pastor. The outgoing pastor told the church congregants who were unsure about following the
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incoming leader, “If you love me, then give the new leader a year.”76 This was very beneficial
for the new leader and the congregation because the outgoing leader felt that most of the
congregants who were unsure about following the incoming leader ended up loving the incoming
leader. Some key stakeholders still left, but most of them stayed. See appendix E for a suggested
three-year transition timeline.

Questions to Ponder:
1. What is my articulated plan of transition? What is the ultimate goal?
2. How do we know if this plan is too long or too short?
3. How often will the transition team meet to update each other on the progress of this
plan?
4. What is our plan to communicate this leadership transition?
5. What is my plan to help key stakeholders follow the incoming pastor’s leadership?

To sum up step five, you should identify a transition team, develop a transition plan, execute
that transition and communicate it to the best of your ability. Step 6 will help you pass the baton.
6. Pass the baton
Once your transition plan is in progress and moving towards completion, the sixth step is to pass
the baton.77 A date for the transition ceremony should be set and communicated to everyone
involved. One of the churches I interviewed set the transition ceremony date for two weeks prior
to the end of the fiscal year because the outgoing pastor wanted the incoming pastor to have a
fresh fiscal year to lead.78 Another church I interviewed made the transition on Good Friday.79
Easter weekend is usually a hectic weekend around the church, with a huge influx of guests. I do
not recommend this as a weekend where honoring the past and embracing the future should be
76
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the focus. I believe it would be wisest to focus the attention on all of the visiting guests, and the
power of God’s love for them. All of the outgoing pastors I interviewed did not offer a
preference or advice as to when is the best time for the transition ceremony.
When planning the transition ceremony from your leadership position to the incoming
pastor, follow these guiding principles: 1) Ask your denomination, network, and/or ministry
relationships for examples of excellent transition liturgy to glean from. 2) Use images and/or
symbols as a part of your ceremony (cloak, staff, towel, etc.)80 3) If you have multiple services,
consider doing one on that day if at all possible. It is difficult to recreate the moment in multiple
services. 4) It should be your responsibility to lead this ceremony. 5) Make the focus on the new
leader coming in and not you. 6) Make sure to clearly give the new leader your blessing.81
It is also suggested that you encourage your transition team that it would be better to
honor you on a separate occasion. Honoring you is not only the correct biblical practice to
follow, but it will also be important to the success of the transition.82 People need to have the
Questions to ponder:
1. What is the ideal ceremony for this type of transition? Get specific (time of year, look,
feel, etc.)?
2. Have we given everyone ample time to save the date for this ceremony?
3. Have I led the team to honor me appropriately?
proper opportunity to say thank you and goodbye. The ceremony honoring the outgoing pastor
should be led by the newly appointed leader. It should be a separate date, after the official
transition has happened.83
The important thing for Step six is to ensure the following: 1) A transition ceremony date
is scheduled and communicated at least six months in advance. 2) The liturgy of the leadership
transition ceremony has been determined. 3) A separate ceremony to honor you should be
scheduled and planned by the incoming pastor. Step seven will help you champion the new
vision.
7. Champion the new leader and vision
The seventh step is to champion the new leader and the new vision. Now that the mantle of
leadership has been handed to the incoming pastor, your role should shift within the
congregation from leader to cheerleader.84 Russel spoke to the importance of championing the
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new vision and leader when he said, “Look for every opportunity to not only build up your
successor, but also help pave his way. Willingly use the respect and authority you have earned
over the years to help make the beginning of his tenure a success. This means that for the good of
the organization you make sacrifices you wouldn't ordinarily make.”85 Weirsbe said, “Get out of
the way of your successor and be an encouragement …. Treat him the way you want your
predecessor to treat you when you arrive at your new field.”86 Barnabas chose to speak well of
Paul.87 All of the outgoing pastors I interviewed spoke positively about the newly appointed
leader, both publicly and privately. Each incoming pastor I interviewed expressed gratitude for
the affirmation and encouragement they received from the outgoing pastor.
Here are some practices to help you champion the new vision: 1) Speak positively about
the new leader and his or her vision and refuse to cast new vision for the church. 2) Clarify or reclarify the expectations with the newly established leader.88 If you plan to stay in the church,
would it be beneficial for you to be absent for a period of time? Does the incoming pastor desire
you to be available to perform weddings or visit people at the hospital when necessary? Ask the
incoming pastor, what would help him or her the most. 3) Help people that are unsure of staying
with the new leader to “Give the church a year”—especially key stakeholders. 4) Deflect any
comparisons being made between you and the new leader.
The way you champion the new leader and vision will solidify the legacy you are leaving
behind you. Champion the new leader well.
Questions to Ponder:
1. How would the incoming pastor like me to champion his or her vision?
2. Can I articulate what the new leader is wanting to accomplish?
3. Have I fully leveraged my influence to motivate key stakeholders to follow the
new leader?
4. Am I clear with the new leader about his or her expectations of me?
Conclusion
In conclusion, based on of my research and study, I have discovered and articulated a strategic
seven step plan that will assist you (the outgoing pastor) as you move through the succession
narrative of a mentor to mentee lead pastor succession. The seven steps are:
a. Make sure you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
b. Prepare for your future financially and missionally.
c. Ensure your organization is structured and prepared for the lead pastor
succession.
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d.
e.
f.
g.

Test and select your potential successor.
Develop, execute, and communicate a plan of leadership transition.
Pass the baton.
Champion the new leader and vision.

Though your context and culture are unique, these strategic steps will help you navigate
the complexities of your mentor to mentee Lead Pastor succession.
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Appendix L: Strategic Plan to Assist the Incoming Pastor
Strategic Plan to Assist the Incoming Pastor
I have had the opportunity to perform an exhaustive study on the topic of pastoral succession—
examining dozens of books, articles, peer reviewed journals, and dissertations. I have also been
able to do a qualitative case study of four churches from across the United States who have
successfully transitioned the lead pastor position between a mentor and mentee. Combining my
literature and qualitative study, I have humbly discovered a strategic seven-step plan that will
assist you (the incoming pastor) as you move through a mentor-to-mentee lead pastor succession
narrative. Though your context and culture are unique, these strategic steps will help you
navigate the complexities of your mentor-to-mentee lead pastor succession. The seven strategic
steps are the following:
• Ensure that you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
• Begin to contextualize your church culture and the community you are called to reach.
• Build a coaching relationship with an experienced pastor who is outside of your
congregational context.
• Build intentional relationships with three specific categories of people: your
congregational stakeholders, local community pastors, and local community leaders.
• Look for creative ways to honor everyone and everything you can.
• Prepare a plan for your first ninety days as the newly appointed lead pastor.
• Receive the baton with gratitude and positive contagious energy.
I pray as you read and apply these steps, God will take you on a new leadership journey
that will be a rewarding experience for you and a glorifying experience for God. Just like any
journey, you get their step by step. Let us move on to your first step.
1. Ensure that you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
Looking at your future and realizing that you may be given someone else’s responsibility and
expectation may cause you to experience a wide array of emotions. Within the leadership
succession Ozier and Griffith said, “The core character of the new pastor will be tested
quickly.”89 All of the incoming pastors I interviewed found this test of transition to be more
challenging than expected. It was challenging emotionally, spiritually, and relationally.90 One of
those pastors expressed the emotional pain he experienced when a few church leaders and
congregants left during the transition to him entering into his new role.91 Another incoming
89
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pastor I interviewed spoke about the challenge he felt when congregants compared his leadership
style to that of the outgoing pastor.92 The emotional and spiritual challenges that come with a
lead pastor succession is why your first step is to ensure you and those close to you are
spiritually and emotionally healthy.
Ensuring that you and your family are spiritually and emotionally healthy will be best
accomplished by participating in the following activities: 1) Spending time daily with Jesus and
the Holy Spirit through the practice of silence, solitude, prayer and bible study. 2) Practicing a
weekly Sabbath rest. 3) Self-assessment. 4) If you are able, partake in a sabbatical (6-12 weeks
off).93
The first activity is spending daily time with Jesus and the Spirit through the practice of
silence, solitude, prayer, and bible study. This is important because the leadership transition you
are embarking on is deeply spiritual. Pugh suggests the incoming pastor should focus on a
succession in which the Spirit is clearly anointing and confirming.94 To accomplish this, it is
important for you to seek the presence and empowerment of the Spirit and ask God to anoint you
for this new season of leadership and ministry. Just as God anointed Elisha, you should desire for
God to anoint you.95
Pete Scazzero said, “A Biblical Sabbath is a 24-hour block of time in which we stopped
work, enjoy rest, practice delight, and contemplate God.”96 Scazzero goes on to explain why
many people avoid Sabbath. He says, “We are afraid of what we might find inside of us.”97 All
of the incoming pastors I interviewed practiced a weekly Sabbath and considered it an important
activity to engage before entering into the new position of lead pastor. The reasons presented for
the practice of a weekly Sabbath were: First, it honors God.98 Second, it allows you to rest and
recharge. Third, in terms of succession, it positions you with a work rhythm that will help sustain
you in your new role.
The third activity is to assess yourself by looking at your personality, leadership style,
and motivations. (See appendix F). All of the incoming pastors I interviewed expressed a good
awareness of their personality and leadership style and considered it a benefit to their leadership
transition. Rath said, “You cannot be anything you want to be—but you can be a lot more of who
you already are.”99 A proper understanding of yourself will help you identify the differences
between you and your predecessor. Proper self-assessment will also help your staff and
congregation create healthy expectations for you when you enter into the lead pastor position.
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One of the outgoing pastors performed a 360 Review on the incoming pastor to help him
prepare for his new leadership journey.100 The details of this 360 review can be found in
appendix I. This review can help an individual gain a better understanding of one’s personality
and leadership style. You can ask your denomination, network, or ministry relationships for
recommendations for an assessment tool that will work well for you. You should also ask your
mentoring lead pastor for his or her perspective on your strengths and weaknesses, which will
provide you with key insight into areas he feels you need to strengthen. As you assess yourself,
Jones suggested asking the following probing questions: “What is God birthing and your heart as
the leader? What makes you cringe? What bugs you? What frustrates you right now? If you were
able to get over your fear of losing people, what would you stop doing immediately? What
would you start doing? Keep doing?”101 You do not need to have all of the answers in this step,
but this will help you prepare for your future.
The fourth activity is, if you are able, to partake in a sabbatical. All of the incoming
pastors I interviewed considered the start of their new ministry position to have been stressful
and busy. They realized they would be unable to take any extended time off for the first few
years due to the needs and expectations of their new leadership role. As a result, if you do not
participate in a sabbatical before your leadership transition, you will most likely be unable to
participate in one for the first few years of ministry. Fortunately, fifty percent of the incoming
pastors I interviewed were able to participate in a sabbatical before they took over the lead pastor
position. They found this time provided them with spiritual and emotional replenishment, vision,
and clarity. If you are able, you should engage in a sabbatical as close to the leadership handoff
so as not to interfere with your transition timetable.
There are many ways you can formulate your activities and expectations for your
sabbatical. Meyer said, “I had four rules for my sabbatical: 1) Be restfully present to God and my
Questions to ponder:
• How am I doing emotionally? How do I know?
• How am I doing spiritually? How do I know?
• Is there any part of this leadership transition that scares me? Why?
• Is there any part of this leadership transition that excites me? Why?
• Do I have any unresolved issues in my life?
• Is there any one I need to forgive?
• How is my relationship with God? How do I know?
• How could this type of transition impact my family? Are there any practices I can
put in place to keep my family a priority? (If applicable)
• What would the perfect Sabbath day look like?
• Is there anything stopping me from partaking in a sabbatical? What would the ideal
sabbatical look like?
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family. 2) No work, or communication about work at all. 3) Continuing if possible to meet with
and enjoy my friends from work (this was tough for some). 4) Finding and being part of another
expression or tradition in the Body of Christ.”102 Meyer’s rules can be a good starting point for
you.
The most important thing in step 1 is ensure that you are emotionally and spiritually healthy
by participating in four activities: 1) Spending time daily with Jesus and the Spirit through the
practice of silence, solitude, prayer and bible study. 2) Practicing a weekly Sabbath rest. 3)
Assessing yourself 4) Partake in a sabbatical—if you are able. In the next step, you will begin to
contextualize your church culture and the community you are called to reach.
2. Begin to contextualize your church culture and the community you are called to reach
The second step is to begin to contextualize your church culture and the community you are
called to reach. Start by getting to know the history of your church. As it pertains to getting to
know your community, Ozier and Griffith said pastors, “Cannot afford to rely solely on their
own instincts or the observations of others. They must do their homework.”103 This type of
homework involves getting to know the unique culture of the congregation you will soon lead.
Analyze any and all data you can: things like growth trends, weekly giving, overall financial
condition, weekend worship attendance, water baptisms, and engagement.104 One of the outgoing
pastors I interviewed knew the history of the church so well that he was able to incorporate it
into the final leadership transition ceremony.105 The more you understand the culture you will
soon be leading, the more prepared you will feel as a leader. You should ask, where do I see
God’s activity at work? What type of leaders has God put in this congregation? What does God
seem to be showing favor for? With the permission of your current lead pastor, you can
interview the church staff and key leaders. This can be done with or without your mentor. Jones
suggested you ask the following questions with your current staff: “What would we do
differently if we were starting all over? If there were no backlash to worry about, what would we
drop? What would we start? What would we change? How does the reality of our ministry match
with our stated vision and goals? What would we do differently if our only boundary was a
radical commitment to the Great Commission?”106 The questions from Jones provide a good
starting point to gain a better understanding of your congregation and potential future.
You should also contextualize the community you are called to reach. Keller suggested to
“immerse yourself in the questions, hopes, and beliefs of your culture. What questions is your
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culture asking?”107 Get to know the history of your city, county, and region. Familiarize yourself
with key city officials, like the Mayor, counselors, sheriff, fire chief, etc. and begin to pray for
them. Ozier and Griffith suggested knowing the “population makeup and growth trends:
ethnicity, age levels, education, socio-economic factors, religious involvement.”108 Ask yourself,
“Is our church meeting the felt needs of the community?”109 Ask your denomination, network, or
ministry friends for suggestions on demographic research tools that you can use to better study
your community. If your church looks at these types of studies on a regular basis, then you can
revisit those studies. Two of the four incoming pastors I interviewed looked at these assessments
on a yearly basis, and found it beneficial to analyze in preparation for this transition.
While you are contextualizing your congregation and community make sure that you do
not speak negatively of what your church is currently doing or about the leadership. All of the
incoming pastors I interviewed did a good job of contextualizing their congregation and
community without tearing down any current ministry initiatives or priorities the outgoing pastor
or other leadership may have been leading.

Questions to ponder:
• Where do I see God’s activity at work?
• What type of leaders has God put in this congregation?
• What does God seem to be showing favor to?
•
What is great about our church?
• What could improve?
• How can I make sure my questions about the church do not come across as being over
critical?
• Who are the main city officials? (Police chief, Mayor, Principles, Business owners, etc.)
• What are the needs in my community? Is our church meeting those needs?
• What are the questions, hopes, and beliefs of my culture?102
The important part of Step two is that you developed a better understanding of your
church congregation and the community God is calling your church to reach. In step three, you
will build a coaching relationship with an experienced pastor who is outside of your
congregational context.
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3. Build a coaching relationship with an experienced pastor who is outside of your
congregational context.
The third step is to build a coaching relationship with an experienced pastor who is outside of
your congregation. The coach is positioned in your life to help you personally navigate your
succession narrative. The ideal coach would be a pastor that you trust who has previously walked
through pastoral transition. The coach could also be a hired professional. The important part of
choosing a coach is trust.110 Covey said, “If there is little or not trust, there is no foundation for
permanent success.”111 You want someone that will create an environment where you feel safe in
order to be vulnerable. Thomas, Wood, and Brown offered three expectations you should look
for in a coach. “First, a coach should provide feedback, correction, and guidance for pending
decisions. Second, a coach should provide council, admonishment, and encouragement for
challenges. Third, a coach should provide steps of action and strategies for following God's
calling.”112
A coach is important because there will be times during your transition when you will
feel alone and overwhelmed. “Many ministry leaders serving in churches find themselves
overwhelmed by the challenging task of leading and ministering in a congregation. Every leader
needs someone in his or her life who serves as a coach.”113 All of the incoming pastors I
interviewed mentioned how they felt overwhelmed during the lead pastor succession.
Interestingly enough, only half of the incoming pastors I interviewed obtained a coaching
relationship described in this step and found the coaching relationships to be beneficial. The
other half mentioned they wish they would have had a coach during their transition and felt it
would have been beneficial as well.
When choosing a coach, look within your ministry denomination or network for this type
of relationship.114 Ask your potential coach if they would be willing to meet with you bi-weekly
over the phone or in-person to discuss the challenges you are facing and help you process the
decisions you are making. This could be something your church officially pays for or the
coaching relationship could be more informal.
Questions to Ponder:
• Do I know an experienced pastor that is outside of my congregational context?
• Is this pastor someone I could trust?
• Does our church have the resources to pay a coach to help me during my transition?
• Is there someone outside of my church context that I could trust to open up with?
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To summarize Step three, you should get a coaching relationship with an experienced pastor
who is outside of your congregation. In the next step, you will build intentional relationships
with three specific groups of people: your congregational stakeholders, local community pastors,
and local community leaders.
4. Build intentional relationships with three specific categories of people: your
congregational stakeholders, local community pastors, and local community leaders.
As the leadership transition plan has been communicated, and it is clear to the congregation that
you are the chosen successor, it is important for you to focus on growing your influence.
Maxwell said, “If you don’t have influence, you will never be able to lead others.”115 That is why
your fourth step is to build intentional relationships with three specific groups of people: your
congregational stakeholders, local community pastors, and local community leaders. The goal of
this step is for you to leverage influence in the year before your lead pastor transition towards
maximizing your influence. As a result, it is preferred this step takes place during the final year
before your transition. (See appendix F)
The first category of relationships you need to build is with your congregational
stakeholders. These are the individuals that are highly influential in your church (givers, leaders,
and decision makers). These people will include, but are not limited to, the church’s governing
leaders, staff members, founding members, high capacity volunteers116, and recurring donors. All
of the incoming pastors mentioned the activity of building relationships with key stakeholders as
a natural part of their leadership transition. You should get a list of key stakeholders within your
congregation from your current lead pastor. Ask if your lead pastor will introduce you to them
and help you build a good relationship. He or she may have advice on how to initiate a
relationship with each person.
The second group of relationships you need to build is with community pastors. If your
lead pastor already has probably developed good relationships with other pastors, then you can
ask him or her to help you get acquainted. If your lead pastor has not built those relationships,
then this would be a good time to extend an invitation for a relationship. This is an opportunity
for you to leverage this transition to gain unity in your community.
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The third group of relationships you need to build is with leaders in your community.
These leaders would include, but not be limited to the Mayor, school Principals, Chief of Police,
and business owners, et. cetera. If your lead pastor has initiated some of these relationship, you
should ask him or her to help you build the important relationships listed above. You only get
one start with your community and congregation as the new lead pastor. You want to make it the
best it can be and leverage the momentum to advance the influence of your church.
Questions to ponder:
1. Who are the stakeholders within my congregation? Have I listed them out? What is my
relationship with them? What is my plan to build my relationship with them?
2. Who are the other pastors in my community? What pastors are already in a relationship
with my mentor? What is my plan to build my relationship with them?
3. Who are the community leaders within the community surrounding my church? Does
my mentor have any relationship with them? What is my plan to build relationship with
the community leaders?
To sum up step four, you should build intentional relationships with three specific
categories of people: your congregational stakeholders, local community pastors, and local
community leaders. In step five, you will look for creative ways to honor everyone and
everything you can.
5. Look for creative ways to honor everyone and everything you can.
All of the incoming pastors I interviewed mentioned how important it was for them to honor
everyone and everything they can, and they considered the practice of honoring others to be
beneficial to the succession narrative. That is why the fifth step is to look for creative ways to
honor everyone and everything you can.117 You should focus your honor towards your mentor,
your mentor’s family, and the congregation.
Your first focus of honor should be your mentor. Isaac Newton said, “If I have seen
farther than others, it is because I was standing on the shoulders of giants.”118 Paul reminded us
that our mentor deserves double honor.119 If the relationship between the mentor and mentee is
healthy, then honor should be a natural by-product in the succession process. Even if your
relationship with your mentor has not always been healthy, you should still honor him or
her. David honored King Saul's position—even though Saul was not treating him right.120
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One of the pastors I interviewed, not only honored the predecessor, but also his
predecessor’s predecessor.121 Perry’s research revealed, “honoring the departing leaders was
considered critical.”122 Weese and Crabtree advised, “Practically, honoring our predecessor
means we should use TLC with members regarding a predecessor. That's talk, listen, and
confirm.”123 Here are some helpful ways you can honor your mentor during your transition:
1. Positively talk about your mentor when you are given any platform to speak. Talk about
how your mentor has impacted your life.
2. Use your social media to promote your mentor.
3. Refuse to speak ill of the previous pastor, previous leaders, or previous decisions.
4. Help lead your church to financially honor your mentor after his succession.
Your second focus of honor should be toward your mentor’s family. Vanderbloemen and
Bird said,
When a pastor is retiring, we have found that a whole lot of focus is placed on the retiring
pastor but not enough attention is given to the retiring pastor’s spouse. Traditionally,
especially for women, much of the spouse’s identity is tied to the job and role of being
the pastor's spouse. Leaving that behind is harder for many than they think. Smart
churches foresee this and do all they can to honor the retiring spouse, perhaps even
helping the spouse identify future roles in the community or nonprofits to help direct
energy in a positive, helpful fashion.124
If that is correct, then you should focus on helping the church and congregation succeed in the
proper honoring of the spouse and family. One of the incoming pastors I interviewed said, “I
have found the lead pastor succession to be more difficult for the spouse then the lead pastor.
Many times, the leader moves to a new role in ministry, but the spouse has a tendency to loses
his or her role without the proper placement into the next season.”125
There are several ways you can honor your mentor’s family (if applicable) during your
transition: do something special for your mentor’s family; spend intentional time with the kids; if
the spouse is a part of a specific ministry within the church, ask them to do something special;
create a video to honor the family.
Your third focus of honor should be toward your congregation. All of the incoming
pastors I interviewed mentioned the importance of honoring the people within the congregation.
One of the best ways you can honor your congregation is to simply listen. Ingle said, “One of the
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most powerful ways you can impact another person is to sincerely, intently, and carefully listen
to what the person is saying to you. In fact, being known as a good listener can give you the type
of influence over others that you can get in no other way.”126 As a result, you should schedule
strategic meetings to hear from your congregation.127
Here are some helpful ways you can honor the congregation during your transition:
1. If your church has specific ministries (kids, youth, etc.), you should visit their meetings
and spend time with their people.
2. Use stories of the previous pastors and leaders of whom the congregants admire.
3. Ask congregants, “How did you start coming to this church?”
4. Create a video recognizing the past sacrifices of congregants in the church.
5. Invite congregants into your home.
6. Plan to have strategic meetings to listen to the congregation. This could be in your
home.128
Questions to ponder:
1. How would I like to be honored?
2. How would my mentor want to be honored?
3. How would my mentor’s family want to be honored?
4. How can I best honor the congregation?
To sum up Step five, you do not miss one opportunity to lead the way in honor during your
transition. Every act of honor you perform will add value to your own leadership in the future. In
Step six, you will prepare a plan for your first ninety days as the newly appointed leader.
6. Prepare a plan for your first ninety days as the newly appointed lead pastor.
The sixth step is to prepare a plan for your first ninety days as the newly appointed lead pastor.
This three-month window as the newly appointed lead pastor is important. Watkins interviewed
over 1,300 human resource senior leaders and discovered, “almost 90 percent agreed that
transitions into new roles are the most challenging times in the professional lives of leaders.
Nearly three-quarters agreed that success or failure during the first few months is a strong
predictor of overall success or failure on the job.”129 Toler said, “Ninety days. Three months.
Thirteen weeks. Not much time. Yet plenty of time to get in big trouble.”130 As a result, you want
to do everything you can to start well in your new lead pastor position.
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None of the incoming pastors I interviewed clarified a detailed timeline for their first
ninety days, but they did mention that a clarified plan would have been beneficial. One of the
main benefits to clarifying a plan before the leadership succession happens is you are more likely
to stay prioritized during the genesis of your newly appointed position. All of the outgoing
pastors interviewed mentioned the first ninety days as intense. I could sense in the interviews
with them that they felt the first ninety days were overwhelmingly times. As a result, your
clarified plan will help you launch your new leadership position well.
Though none of the incoming pastors interviewed provided a documented plan for the
first ninety days, they did mention a few activities they focused on at the start of their new
position as lead pastor. First, they honored the past. Second, they shared their heart. Third, they
implemented change slowly. These focused areas provide a helpful framework for you to make
the most out of your first ninety days as the newly appointed lead pastor.
The first activity you should focus on within your first ninety days is to honor the past.
You do not need to focus on the past, but you also do not want to dismiss it. You want the
congregation and your leaders to know that you do not think you got to your position on your
own. This allows for mutual trust to be built between you and the congregation. The main way
you will honor the past is by executing a ceremony to honor your predecessor. I will address this
later in this step.
The second activity you should focus on within your first ninety days is to share your
heart. All of the incoming pastors mentioned how the church staff and congregation wanted to
hear their perspective on values, life, and the future of the church. This is an excellent time for
your congregation to get to know you and your family. One of the incoming pastors interviewed
mentioned how he found himself trying to be his predecessor. He wished he would have simply
been himself.131 You should not focus on your weaknesses, but you also do not want to cover
them up. Sharing your heart should include but not be limited to the following: your commitment
to God, for the church, and the community God is calling your church to reach.
The third activity you should focus on within your first ninety days is to implement
change, but it is wise to do this slowly. Naturally, within those first ninety days of leadership,
your staff and congregation want to know where the congregation is headed. One of the
incoming pastors interviewed stated, “As the successor, you may have some terrific insights and
a vision from God about how to move the organization forward, but you need to remember that
just because you are pregnant with ideas, it does not mean you should give birth to them
tomorrow.”132 One of the incoming pastors I interviewed said, “Before you start going after that
audacious goal, you have to know people are with you.”133 The general consensus from the
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interviews and research is to implement change slowly while helping your congregation to
become excited about the future.
When you do implement change, do your best to link it to the past foundations of the
ministry.134 After taking over from his successor, Dave Stone said, “If I had it to do over again, I
would have bent over backwards in that first year to try to reassure them (the congregation) that
everything would be okay.”135
Once you have a frame work of honoring the past, sharing your heart, and implementing
change slowly, you should plan out your sermons for your first 90 days, that is, intentionally plan
out what messages to communicate and how.136 Ozier and Griffith suggested staying away from
major vision casting during this time period. “Incoming pastors are ill-equipped to speak into the
hearts of the congregation in the early days. Both the new pastor and the congregation are getting
acquainted”137 Furthermore, “It is okay during the transition for pastors to gather their best ten to
twelve ‘reruns’ and spend time tweaking them to the proper context.”138 This will allow you
more time to build the proper relationships in your new position.
Second, during your first ninety days, you should schedule strategic meetings with key
leaders and congregants in your church. Ozier and Griffith called these meetings, “listening
tours.”139 Though you may gain insight from your congregation in these strategic meetings, the
primary goal is for your key leaders and congregants to feel heard and embraced by you as their
new leader. The number of strategic meetings will be determined by the size of your church.
Third, your plan should include the preparation and execution of a ceremony that honors
your predecessor. The consensus from the interviews was that the ceremony for your predecessor
should be 6 weeks after you assume the leadership position. Talk to your governing leaders about
whether your church can do something financially for your predecessor on this day. One of the
pastors I interviewed led his church to purchase a new vehicle for the predecessor.140 You should
personally lead the way in the look, feel, and flow of the ceremony and make sure it is the best it
can be.
Fourth, if your successor plans to stay in your church community (either as a congregant
or staff member), you should clarify your expectations for each other early in the process to
ensure a strong and healthy relationship. This should include further compensation, expectations
for the outgoing pastors, and benefits.141
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Questions to ponder:
1. What is my plan to honor the past within my first ninety days as the newly appointed Lead
Pastor?
2. What has God put in my heart for this congregation and community?
3. What is my plan to communicate my heart to this congregation?
4. Are there any changes I will need to make within my first ninety days? If so, how can I
connect those changes to the past?
5. What sermons do I plan to preach during my first ninety days as the new lead pastor? Are
there any previous sermons I have already written that I could preach again?
6. What strategic meetings do I plan to have during my first 90 days as the new lead pastor?
What will those meetings look like?
7. Have I scheduled a date for a ceremony to honor my predecessor? Have I collaborated
with the right people in order to make this ceremony impactful and honoring?
8. Have I documented this plan for me to visualize and execute?
9. If my successor plans to stay within my church congregation, have I created clear
expectations that we both have agreed upon? Are they documented?
To sum up step six, you should have a documented ninety-day plan that will set you up
for a successful start as the new lead pastor in the mentor to mentee succession narrative. In step
seven, you will receive the baton with gratitude and energy.
7. Receive the baton with gratitude and positive contagious energy
The seventh step is to receive the baton with gratitude and contagious energy. All of the
incoming pastors interviewed expressed a large amount of gratitude towards their predecessor.
This was not surprising because many of them had been in a mentoring relationship with that
person for more than eight years. Each of the incoming pastors interviewed also mentioned how
much they looked up to their mentor.142 They felt like their mentors were a large reason why they
grew in spiritual formation and leadership. As a result, within the mentor-to-mentee succession
narrative, gratitude is a natural byproduct of long-term relationship. The lesson to be learned is to
make sure you express your gratitude publicly with those around you.
Second, you should receive your baton with positive contagious energy. Gordon said,
“As a leader, the energy you put into your team and culture determines the quality of it. Great
cultures in teams are built with positive, contagious energy, so it’s essential that you share those
types of feelings.”143 Research from Harvard University also supports the understanding that the
emotions you feel can be contagious to the people around you.144 Gordon continued, “Please
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know that you don’t have to be an extrovert to be positively contagious. Sharing positive energy
doesn’t mean you have to be a rah-rah leader and bounce off the walls. It means that from the
heart you simply broadcast the love, passion, positivity, and purpose that you have for your team,
organization, and mission.”145 All of the incoming pastors interviewed mentioned their
excitement and positive energy towards the future of the congregation. Enjoy the process of the
Questions to ponder:
• What about this transition process am I grateful for?
• How can I intentionally express my gratitude to those around me?
• How energized is our congregation during this transition?
• How do I plan to bring positive energy to our church?
succession and give yourself permission to get excited for the future.
Conclusion
In conclusion, based on of my research and study, I have discovered and articulated a strategic
seven-step plan that will assist you (the incoming pastor) as you move through the succession
narrative of a mentor to mentee lead pastor succession. These seven steps are:
o Ensure that you and those close to you are spiritually and emotionally healthy.
o Begin to contextualize your church culture and the community you are called to
reach.
o Build a coaching relationship with an experienced pastor who is outside of your
congregational context.
o Build intentional relationships with three specific categories of people: your
congregational stakeholders, local community pastors, and local community
leaders.
o Look for creative ways to honor everyone and everything you can.
o Prepare a plan for your first ninety days as the newly appointed lead pastor.
o Receive the baton with gratitude and positive contagious energy.
Though your context and culture are unique, these strategic steps will help you navigate
the complexities of your mentor to mentee Lead Pastor succession.
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